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Abstract
For N a compact manifold without boundary and g(r) a smooth family of metrics on

N, let C(N) be the manifold with boundary

C(N) = N x [0, oc) E (x, r)

with metric dr 2 + r 2g(r). A manifold with conic singularities is a metric space which

is a smooth Riemannian manifold outside of a subset of isolated singularities, each

isomorphic in some neighborhood to a metric cone of type C(N). The Laplacian on

k-forms on C(N) can be written as

A(r)
HA(r) = ( 2  2r

with A(r) a smooth family of second order operators on the cross-sectional manifold

N. For certain operators A(r) I show that the Laplacian on C(N) is not essentially

self-adjoint and that the self-adjoint extensions of HA(r) are parameterized by the

Lagrangian Grassmannian of a symplectic vector space. I define a manifold with

boundary on which the heat kernels for these extensions are smooth functions conor-

mal to the boundary faces, and give a complete asymptotic expansion at the boundary

faces. For dim N = 0 or A(r) A constant in r, I show that the heat kernels for

the various self-adjoint extensions can be written in terms of the heat kernel for the

Friedrichs extension of the operator, and when dim N = 0 and with A(r) - > -1/4

a constant, n and a constant parameterizing the self-adjoint extension can be recov-

ered from the coefficients in expansion of the trace of the heat kernel at t = 0.
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis is concerned with the study of the heat kernels of operators defined

on manifolds with conic singularities. These are metric spaces which have a finite

singular set with dense compliment equal to a smooth Riemannian manifold, and

with each singular point having a neighborhood isometric to a metric cone.

The metric cone C(N) for N a compact manifold without boundary is defined to

be the manifold with boundary C(N) = N x [0, oo) 9 (x, r) with metric

dr 2 + r2 g(r)

for g(r) a smooth family of metrics on N. I describe the heat kernels for the Laplacian

A. on C(N) with the cross-sectional metric g(r) constant in r when dim N > 0. The

Laplacian Ag is defined on the space of smooth compactly supported forms vanishing

to infinite order at the boundary N x {0}. The heat kernel E(r, r', x, x', t) for a self-

adjoint extension of the Laplacian on C(N) is a distribution on the manifold with

corners

X = [0, 00)2 x N x N x [0, oo) E (r, r', x, x', t)

satisfying

(0t - Ag)E(r, r', x, x', t) = 0, E(r, r, x, x, 0) = 9(r,x)(r', x').

The heat space X for C(N) will be a manifold with corners constructed from X by

a parabolic blow-up, first along the submanifold (0, 0, x, x, 0) in X corresponding to

the singularity in the operator, and then along the diagonal

Ao = {(r,r.x,x,0) E X;r E R+,x E N}

corresponding to the singularity in the initial data. I show that E(r, r', x, x', t) is a

function conormal to the boundary faces of the heat space X and classify the terms

in the asymptotic expansions at the boundary faces.

Denote by Ak'(N) the space of k-forms on N. Under the rescaling

(A (N),h A (N)) --+ (r -"A (N) ,r -'A k-(N))

the Laplacian on k-forms on C(N) becomes an operator of the form

A(r)HA--- + r-- 2



where A(r) is a family of second order elliptic operators on C"(N; Ak E Ak-i) de-

pending smoothly on r [8]. Let 4(x) be an eigen form for A(r) with eigen value ';,

then there is a real valued function v(K) such that

r 2=-()~)V(' > 0
~(r, x) - i V~t)4 (x) -0 -(r, x) = - r(I)() vQ)>Sr2 ln(r)o(x) v(K) = 0

are generalized homogeneous k-forms for HA.

If 1 > v(Q) > 0, 0+(r,x) and 0-(r,x) are square integrable and HA is not essen-

tially self-adjoint. This can only occur for form values near the middle dimension m/2

of the cone C(N). If there are eigen k-forms for A(r) with 1 > v(ri) > 0 for eigen

values {,ji}f=, the self-adjoint extensions of HA are fixed by including in the domain

a p-dimensional subspace of the vector space spanned by {f I},. I show that for op-

erators HA that are not essentially self-adjoint, the p-dimensional subspace that fixes

the self-adjoint extension determines the powers and coefficients in the expansion of

the heat kernel at the front face on the blown-up space X.

The simplest example of an operator of type HA is when N is zero dimensional and

A(r) = ri(r) is a compactly supported real valued function on the positive real line,

H_ = 02 - (r)r - 2  i(0) > -1/4.

When s(0) < -1/4 the operator is no longer semi-bounded. Using separation of

variables, the heat kernels for the various self-adjoint extensions of this differential

operator are used to construct the heat kernels of self-adjoint extensions of the oper-

ator HA with dim N > 0.

For 3/4 > a(0) > -1/4 there is a two dimensional vector space of generalized

harmonic eigen-functions for HK spanned by functions {¢+(r), _(r)}. Inclusion of

a vector from this space in the domain of the operator fixes the self-adjoint exten-

sion, and these extensions are parameterized by e E PR corresponding to the vector

E +(r) + _ (r).
The asymptotics for the heat kernel trace for the Friedrichs extension of the differ-

ential operator HA = Or -=r- 2 with , 2 3/4 a constant is treated by Callias in [1].

For , in this range, the operator is essentially self-adjoint, and Callias computes the

modified trace

tr(e- tHK - e-tH)(0) = V/r + 1/4



where H = a,, as well as the asymptotic expansion as t 4 0. There results are partially

extended in [2] [3] to the the variable coefficient operators of type H, where r(r) is a

smooth function satisfying certain regularity conditions. I show that for 9 +, the

modified trace of the heat kernel Ee(x, x', t), for H, a differential operator with r

constant defined on De, can be written in terms of the modified trace of the Friedrich's

heat kernel E+ (x, x', t),

tr(Ee - e-tH)(t) = tr(E+ - e-tH)(t) + V + (32 V_) + O(t2v
1'(3/2 - v)

In [6] [7] [5] Cheeger treats the homogeneous extensions of the Laplacian on cones

when the metric g(r) is constant for small r and describes the generalized harmonic

eigen forms and the range of values for a given form dimension for which the Laplacian

on C(N) is not essentially self-adjoint.

In [8] Briining and Seeley compute the asymptotics of tr(e- tHA - eH)(t) as t 4 0
for HA the Friedrichs extension of the operator on C(N) with A(r) satisfying certain

ellipticity and smoothness conditions, and compute the leading term in the contribu-

tion to the trace expansion of the singular term for A constant in r.

Our approach differs from the previous ones in that we do not proceed by con-

structing the resolvant, but instead exploit the homogeneity of the heat kernel for the

Friedrichs extension of the constant coefficient operator to get a description of the

boundary asymptotics on the blown-up space X, then construct a map from solutions

to the Friedrich's problem to solutions for other self-adjoint extensions of the opera-

tor, and thus give a description of the heat kernels for general self-adjoint boundary

conditions.

In section 1 the self-adjoint extensions for the differential operator HK on [0, oo)

are described and a basic existence proof is given for solutions to the heat equation

for the operator on these domains.

For 1 > v > 0 there are at most two domains on which the heat kernel for H. is

homogeneous of degree -1 under the parabolic scaling

p, (r, r', t) = (sr, sr', s2t), s E (0, c00).

which I call the positive and negative extensions. In section 2 the blown-up space X

is described and the heat kernels for homogeneous extensions of the model operator

with a > -1/4 a constant are shown to lift to be functions conormal to the boundary
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faces of X. Lifted to X, the scaling Ms becomes a homogeneous dependence on the

radial variable in the blow up of the corner r = r' = t = 0. This simplifies the

description of the homogeneous kernels by separating the singularity in the initial

data from the singularity introduced by the perturbed metric.

In section 3 a solution to the forcing problem

F(h)(r, t) ~r=o h(t)0_(r) + O(+(r))

(at - Hr)F(h)(r, t) = 0, F(h)(r, 0) = 0

for h(t) a smooth function on [0, oc) is constructed for H, with n constant using the

positive heat kernel, and from this a map is constructed from solutions to the heat

equation in the domain of the positive extension to solutions in non-homogeneous

domains. This gives a map from the positive heat kernel to the heat kernels for 8

extensions and a description of the asymptotic properties of these extensions lifted to

X.
In section 4 the maps constructed in section 3 are used along with the resolvant

construction of the Friedrichs heat kernel given in [1] to compute the leading two

coefficients in the contribution from the singularity to the trace of the heat kernel for

0 boundary conditions, appropriately modified to be a trace class operator. These

two invariants are sufficient to determine the extension E of the operator and the

constant r.

In sections 5 and 6 an operator calculus on X is used to construct the heat kernel

for the self-adjoint extensions of the variable coefficient differential operator HK from

those of the constant coefficient operator with , = K(0). The construction show that

the heat kernels for the variable coefficient operator can also be described as functions

conormal to the boundary faces of X.

In the last two sections I describe the possible self-adjoint extensions for the oper-

ator HA with A an operator constant in r on a compact manifold without boundary

N, with dim N > 0, and show that the heat kernels for these extensions lift to be

functions conormal to Xm, the heat space for C(N), with an expansion at the front

face determined by the choice of extension.

In the published version of this thesis I will extend the results in sections 5 and 6 for

the variable coefficient differential operator H, to the higher dimensional case covered

in sections 7 and 8; I will describe an operator calculus for Xm and construct the
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heat kernel asymptotics on 'Xm for the operator HA with A(r) a family of operators

depending smoothly on r and satisfying conditions such as those given in [8] by

modifying the heat kernel for the operator HA with A = A(0) a constant in r.



1. SELF-ADJOINT EXTENSIONS FOR THE ONE DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM

Let n(x) be a smooth, real valued function compactly supported on the positive

real line R+ = [0, c0) with n(0) > -1/4. The differential operator

H _ = -8 + (x)x- 2

is symmetric on C( (R+), the space of smooth functions compactly supported on R+

and vanishing to infinite order at the boundary x = 0. Let £ 2 (R+) be the space of

the square integrable functions on the positive real line with inner product < -,. >

and norm " jj, so for functions f(x), g(x) on R+,

f(x)g(x)dx,
00

l|f ||2 .. f(x)j2dx0
Self-adjoint extensions of Hr in 2 (R+ ) are determined by the boundary behavior of

functions included in the domain.

Definition 1.1. The operator norm .- on L2 (R+ ), which I will call the x-norm,

is given by

II I1 = 11-II + IIHr. II

The domain Dmin of the minimal extension of the operator H" is the closure of

CO(R+) under the x-norm,

Dmin = {u(x) E C£2(R+) 3{u} E C'(R+ ) such that u , 4 u}

The domain Dmax of the maximal extension of Hr consists of square integrable func-

tions u(x) on R+ such that Hsu(x) defined as a distribution is also square integrable.

Dmax = {u(x) E £2(R+); < u, HKv > • CI|VIC2 for all v(x) E C00(R +)}

Proposition 1.1. H, is symmetric on Dmin.

PRooF: For u(x), v(x) in C•"(R + ), O2u(x) and r-2u(x) are in £ 2 (R+) and integration

by parts is valid, so

<H,.u,v > = - < 8,v > + < auv >

= {u(x)oxv(x) - Oxu(x)v(x)}lo+ < u, HIy > = < u, Hv >

<fCg >
< fig >= 1



since functions in C00(R+) are compactly supported and vanish to infinite order at

the boundary x = 0. For u(x), v(x) in Dmin, there are sequences of functions {un},

{vn} in C~(R+) such that un converges to u and vn to v in K-norm.

1<un, Hvn >= + H,{Vll+ - UnIl 2 - IIHn II2

and the right hand side converges, so

£2 £2
< un5, HHVn >-+< u, H,v > and < HuU, vn >-+< Hau, v >

therefore < u, Hv >=< Hu, v > 0

When n(0) < -1/4, the Mellin transform can be used to show that HK is not

semi-bounded. In this thesis only operators with r(0) _ -1/4 will be considered.

Definition 1.2. Let 0±(x) be compactly supported functions smooth on (0, c00) such

that H,4+(x) = 0 for x e [0, c) for some c > 0. For v = V/(0) + 1/4,

(X X 2W± (X) 0 < v < 1
(w± (x) or x In(x)w±(x) v = 0

with w±(x) smooth compactly supported functions on [0, o0) and w±(0) = 1. The

domains De on which H, is self-adjoint are defined by

D = cl{u+¢+(x) + u_q_(x) + v(x); v(x) e C"(R + ), u+/u_ = e}

D+ = D±. = cl{u+0+(x) + v(x); v(x) E Oc~'(R + ) u+ E R}

D_ = Do = cl{u_-_(x) + v(x); v(x) e C,(R + ) u_ E R}

where the closure is in the n-norm. The domains D+ and D_ will be referred to as

the domains of the positive and negative extensions of H1 , respectively.

Proposition 1.2. If u(x) is in Dnmax then for 0 < v < 1

u(x) = ii(x) + u++(x) + u_(.(x) fi(x) E Dmin

PROOF: If u(x) is in Dmax then H.u(x) = f(x) for some f(x) in £ 2 (R+), and there

is a sequence of functions {fn} in Oco(R+) converging to f(x) in C£2(R+) norm. Since

H,, is elliptic away from x = 0, we may assume that f(x) and fn(x) are supported in

[0, c) for c > 0 a constant independent of n.



Let O(x) = x-"w(x) be a function compactly supported on [0, c') such that for

x E [0, c) with c < c', HO¢ = 0 and w(x) 7 0. We construct functions hn(x) such that

(aX2 - K(x)x- 2)hn(x)O(x) - fn(x)

for each n and in (x) = h•n(x)(x) is in CO(R+) and the sequence converges in the

£2 (R+) norm. Set

(8 - x 2K(x))hn(x)q(x) = & (hn)(x)O(X) + 219(hn)(X)ax(O)(X) = fn(x)

The integrating factor

g(x) = exp{-2 I at(tMdt}
q$(t)gives the solution

= h(~~)(x) = ()ft, (x) = hn(x)O(X) = OWx 1 g-1(y) jo g(z)-' 1 (z)fn (z)dzdy

Let wo be a bound for w(x) and (w)- 1 (x) on [0, c).

19 (x) W =1 (2 - v)x 1 + 0(1)

at x = 0, so there is a constant K > 0 such that

g(x) <: K' exp{2 wot- dt} < Kx2

and likewise g-1(x) < Kx - 2 . Then

jx y-2
0y

z•v+ 'fn(z)dzdy 0 x2 f 2JC

for fin(x) supported in [0, c') and

IIHn~c2 < CfIIfjf 2

with C > 0 a constant. Since fn(x) is in C 0 (R+), iin(x) vanishes to infinite order at

x = 0 and {il,} converges in £ 2(R+) norm to a function 'i(x) in Dmin such that

H,.(u(x) - ii(x)) = 0

near x = 0 and their difference is in the space spanned by solutions to H,. O

(1.1)

Ix

t

/

Iin(X)l _5 x'• 0o



Proposition 1.3. For u(x) and v(x) in Dmax,

< Hu, v > - < u, Hv > = C,(u+v_ - uv+) C, = 2v O < v < 1

S1 v=0

PROOF: By Prop. 1.2,

u(x) = U+0+(x) + u0_k(x) + if(x) v(x) = v++(x) + vO(x) + '(x)

with fi(x) and O(x) in Dmin. Assume first that ii(x) and f(x) are in Ce0 (R+ ), so u(x)

and v(x) are smooth on (0, c0). Then

< Hu,v > - < u, 1H.v >=
00

lim{ f (6x(v)(x)u(x) - v(x)O9(u)(x))dx} = lim{u'(E)v(E)- u(-)v'(E)}
e-+0 i --+0

= (u+v_ - uv+) lim{, (e)_ (e) - 0+(e)0)'_(e)} = (u+v - uv+)C,
e-40
f ---+0

since lim,_,o V'(E)0+(E) = lim,_.0o (e)' (E) = 0.

If 0 (X) E Dmin is not in C~"(R + ) then there is a sequence {If} in C0
0 (R+ ) con-

verging to ii(x) in x-norm. By the estimate 1.1, if HKif(x) = f,(x), then

Vn (x)Oa(0±)(x)I < XZi+ 3/ 2C 'jIfnI2, 4(X)Ox(Vn )(X)I X~v+3/ 2C"II fnI 2 0 < V < 1

Ivn(x)8x(0_)(x)I < x1 ln(x)C'll fnjI2, J•(x)Ox(V)(x)j x 3/2 ln(x)C"jjfnh£2 v = 0

with ±v + 3/2 > 1/2, and the integration by parts remains valid in the limit. 0

Theorem 1.4. For 1 > v > 0, H, with domain De is self-adjoint for every 8 in

PR. For v > 1, H1 is essentially self-adjoint on D+.

PRooF: By Prop. 1.2, if u(x) is in Dmaz then

u(x) = u+ +(x) + u_- (x) + fi(x) ii(x) E Dmin

Since Dmin is in D9 for every 8, we can assume that u+ and u_ are not both zero.

The theorem is proved by showing that u(x) is not in D* unless u+/u_ = 8. For

w(x) = w+0+(x) + w 0_-(x) + ti(x) in De,

< Hw, u > - < w, Hu >= C1,(w+u. - wu+).

The cross term is zero if and only if w+/w= : u+/u_. For u > 1, 8 = + is the only

boundary condition in L2o(R+), so Dmin = D+ = Dma-.



Lemina 1.5 ([8]). For n(x) - i(0) > -1/4, H, is non-negative on C 00(R+), com-

pactly supported functions on R+ vanishing to infinite order at x = 0.

PROOF: If i(0) > 0 this is obvious. If 0 > r(0) > -1/4 then Hardy's inequality for

u(x) in Coo(R + ) ,

|lu(x)/x|| <_ 211u'(x)ll

shows that

-u"+ () 2  > = I + (0)ju/x| 2 > I1'112(1 + 4i(0)) > 0

Hence the operator is bounded below. O

The following two theorems show the existence and basic properties of the heat

kernel for self-adjoint extensions of the operator H,. The reader is referred to [12] for

proofs.

Theorem 1.6. (Spectral Theorem) Let A be a self-adjoint operator on a separable

Hilbert space W with domain D(A). There exists a measure space < M, It > with pt a

finite measure, a unitary operator U : 7-+£2(M, dp) and a real valued function f(.)

on M which is finite a. e. such that

a) 0 is in D(A) if and only if f(.)U0(.) is in £2(M, dpt).

b) If q is in U[D(A)] then (UAU-'O)(m) = f(m)q(m).

If A is a bounded operator, the heat operator is defined by convergence in norm of

the sum

e-tA (-t)nA"
e E n!

n=o

For an operator A semi-bounded from below, the spectral theorem gives a natural

way to define the heat operator e- tA and prove many of its basic properties. Given a

bounded Borel function h(x) on R, define

h(A) = U-1 Th(f)U, where Th(f) = h(f(m))q for 0 E £ 2(M, dp).

Theorem 1.7. If U(t) = e- tA is defined using the functional calculus with A a self-

adjoint operator semi-bounded from below, then

a) U(t) is a unitary operator and U(t + s) = U(t)U(s) for all s, t in [0, c0).

b)If 0 is in W, and t-to, then U(t)q-+U(to)¢.

c)If is in D(A), then t-'(U(t)o - €)-+A€ as t-+0.



d)If limt_.+o t-'(U(t)O - 0) exists, then 0 is in D(A).

e)If D is core for A, then for all t, etA : D-+D

This gives the existence of heat kernels for self-adjoint extensions of H" as well as

some of their basic properties.

Theorem 1.8. For each O(x) in De, the domain of the self-adjoint extension He

of HK, there is a unique function e-tHe0(x) =- u(x, t) in £ 2(R+ x R+), smooth away

from the boundary x = 0 and such that u(x, t) is in D9 for fixed t in [0, c00) and is a

solution to the heat equation

(a_ - o + K(x)X- 2)u(x, t) = 0, u(x, 0) = b(X)

For fixed t, e-tHe : De-+De and forms a semi-group of operators with Schwartz

kernel Ee(x,x',t) in S'(X), where X = R+ x R+ x R+ 3 (x,x',t), satisfying

(at - a + '(x)x-2)Ee(x,x',t) = 0, Ee(x,x',O0) = 6(x - x')

Ee(x, x', t) smooth in the interior and symmetric in x and x'. For t > 0, Ee(x, x', t)

is in De in x and x' up to the edge x = x' = 0.

PROOF: The existence of the semi-group e- tHe and the existence, uniqueness and

symmetry in x and x' of the heat kernels Ee(x, x', t) follows from the spectral theorem.

By the semi-group properties of the heat kernel,

0100e-He(x, x') = j -eHe (x, z)e--2H (z, x')dz.

Both e-IHe(x, z) and e-IHe(z, x') are in De in x and x', respectively, so for fixed

t > 0, e-tHee(x,x ' ) is in De in x and x' up to the edge x = x' = 0. 0

Definition 1.3. Let p, be the 1-parameter group of R+ parabolic scalings on X

/,: X-+X, p,(x,x',t) = (sx, sx',s2 t) for s E (0, oo)

Proposition 1.9. Let K(x) -= > -1/4 be a constant. Then E+(x,x',t) and

E (x, x', t), the heat kernels for the positive and negative domains D+ and D_, are

homogeneous of degree -1 under the action of p,, meaning

,*E±(x,x',t) = E± (sx,sx',s2t) = s-'E(x,x',t).
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The heat kernels for the operator on the the domains De with E -± are not homo-

geneous. When r(0) = -1/4, only E+(x,x', t) is homogeneous under the action of

PROOF: The homogeneity of the heat kernel comes from the homogeneity of the

operator and of the domain on which it is defined. Let O(x) be a function in De.

Since C~0(R+) is invariant under R+ scaling, assume that

4(x) = ++(x)x+ 2 + &_(x)x - "+ 2 such that &c+ (0)/_(0) = E.
Under the parabolic scaling

t4¢(x) = W +(sx)(sx)'+' + &C(sx)(sx)-'+!

+10/_(0)s-" = es 2v

so D9 is R+ invariant if and only if e = -. For x(0) = -1/4, the negative solution

contains a log term, so

(x) = w+x2 + _x2 In x

S(x) = J+(sx)½ + &_(sx)(sx) In sx = s {jC+(sx)x In s + c_(sx)x½ lnx}

&+ (0) In s/c_ (0) = e In s and the domain is only R+ invariant if &( (0) = 0.

If O(x) is in any R+ invariant domain D of a self-adjoint extension H of HK,

u(x,t) = e (x), u(xt) = e-s2tH (sx)

so a* u(x, t) is a solution to the heat equation smooth away from x = 0 and contained

in D for fixed t, with initial data 14i(x). If E(x, x', t) is the Schwartz kernel for H

then

j u(x, t) = E(sx,x', S2 t)4(x')dx' = s j (E) (x, x', t)14* (/) (x')dx'
0 0

Since the domain D is R+ invariant,

/4 u(x, t) = E(x, x', t)*(') (x')dx'
and (E)(xx',t) sE(xx',t).

and M* (E) (x, x', t) = sIE (x, x', t). O3



2. THE HEAT KERNEL FOR THE MODEL OPERATOR IN ONE DIMENSION WITH

HOMOGENEOUS BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Let E+(x, x', t) be the positive heat kernel for the model operator

H = -_ 2 + ,x -2  with > -1/4

with r a constant and domain D+ defined by 1.2. The short time asymptotics of

E+(x, x', t) can be described by defining a manifold with corners X( to which the

heat kernel lifts to be a polyhomogeneous function conormal to the boundary faces.

The proof exploits the symmetry of the heat kernel for self-adjoint operators and

the invariance under the action of j, defined by 1.3 of the positive heat kernel. For

1 > v > 0, the construction of E (x, x', t), the negative heat kernel for the domain D_,

is completely analogous to the construction of E+(x, x', t) and a detailed description

will be given only for the latter. When v = 0, the negative heat kernel is no longer

invariant under 1 , and this method has to be modified.

The heat space X = [0, 00oo) (x, x', t) will be blown up, first parabolically at the

origin {0} = {(0, 0,0) E X}, then parabolically along the diagonal A0 = {(x,x, 0) E

X} producing a manifold with corners with five boundary faces. The reader is referred

to [15] for a detailed description of the blow-up construction in the general case. Let

Qp = { = (o, €,, 0') E R3 ": 0, o,, !' Ž 0, 2 + 4 + (,)4_ = 1} (2.1)

XQ = [X \ {0}] LU [Qp] = [X; {0}, sp(dt)] (2.2)

XQ is the parabolic blow-up of the origin in X in the direction of sp{dt} C N*({0}),

the span of dt in the conormal bundle to the origin in X, producing a fourth boundary

face isomorphic to the parabolic octant QP,. XQ is supplied with a smooth structure

by identifying points of Qp, with equivalence classes of parabolic curves x(r) in X;

x: [0, 1]-+X, x(0) = {0} C X and X*(t)(r) = 0O(r 2) as r 4. 0

so X(r) = (rx(r),rx'(r),r2t(r))

for x(r), x'(r) and t(r) smooth functions on [0, oo), with the equivalence relation

(r) x2(r) 4 f xt(r) - x~t(r) -= O(r3 )
1 

2

txf(r) - xf(r) = O(r2) V f E Co(X)
X(sr) ~ x(r) sE (0, 00)
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These conditions imply that

X i(r) ' X2(r) if (x1 (0),x'I (0), t1 (0)) = u(x 2(0),x'2 (0),t 2(0))

for some s > 0. The equivalence relation defines the t-parabolic co-sphere bundle to

{0}. For the blow-up of the diagonal in XQ, let

S, = {w = (Wo, W') C R 0 wo 0, w + (w') = 1}

X = [XQ \Lo] U [Sp x R+ ] - [Xq; ALo, sp(dt)]

where A 0 is the closure of the set A0 \ {0} C X lifted to to XQ,

A0 = cl{io(Ao0 \ {0})} c Xq.

This intersects the front (blown-up) face of XQ at the point {1' = 0,, o = 0} on

Qp. The fifth boundary face in X produced by the blow-up of A0 is isomorphic to

Sp x R+ , the positive real line crossed with the parabolic half-circle. As before, a

smooth structure is given to X by identifying points of Sp x R+ with equivalence

classes of parabolic curves in XQ that define the t-parabolic co-sphere bundle of

Sp x R+.

Definition 2.1. X = [X; {0}, dt; A0, dt]

Denote by 91 (right face) and £ (left face) the boundary faces of X corresponding the

lifts of x = 0 and x' = 0, 0 - Qp (origin face) the lift of the origin, 0D S S, x R+

(diagonal face) the lift of A0 and T (temporal face) the lift of t = 0 away from A 0,

Denote by pj a boundary defining function corresponding to the face .

There isa blow-down map I : X-+X which gives an isomorphism on the interiors

of X and X and satisfies

13*(x) = P" Po, 1*(x' ) = P " Po, 3*(t) = PT PM2 P2 (2.3)

Lemma 2.1. The scaling function p, on X pulls back to f under 1 as a scaling in

the defining function po for the front face D.

PROOF: This follows from the action of 1 on the boundary defining functions for X.

E



Definition 2.2. Ik (X) for k in N is the space of distributions R(x, x', t) on X such

that 3*(R)(X) is a function conormal to the boundary faces of X, has leading term

at the front face D of order k - 3, vanishes to infinite order at T, has an integer

expansion with leading term -1 at D.

Let c1k(X) be the space of distributions R(x,x', t) in DJk(X) such that 3*(R)(X)

vanishes to infinite order at D. Let hg(X) C k (X) and 4h(X) C kk (X) be

distributions that lift to X to have classical polyhomogeneous conormal expansions

at the boundary faces.

Theorem 2.2. For ', > -1/4, the heat kernel E+(x,z x',t) for the positive extension

of H, has a boundary expansion

#*(E+)(X) = pz pDpf (Ppq)"*I X C'(QP) E 4 (X)

homogeneous of degree -1 in po

PaOOF: The interiors of X and X are isomorphic under /, so 3*(E+)(X) is smooth

in the interior of X by Theorem 1.8. By Prop. 1.9, the positive heat kernel is homo-

geneous of degree -1 under the scaling p, for s > 0, so /*(E+)(X) is homogeneous

in p~, of degree -1 and its properties are completely determined by restriction to a

parabolic octant Q, away from the origin {0} = {(0, 0, 0) E X}.

From Theorem 1.8, the expansion of E+(X) at the faces x = 0 and x' = 0 for t > 0

is given by inclusion in the domain D+, so

E+lt>o = (xx') "v+ x C"(X).

The body of the proof consists of describing the asymptotic properties of the lift to

X of E+ at t = 0.

Definition 2.3. There is a map a : X-+X that is an isomorphism on XIx,>E for

e> 0, and satisfying

a(x) = yr, a(x') = r, a(t) = sr2

where (y, s) are local coordinates for x' > E > 0 on a parabolic octant in X away

from the origin {0} and r is a radial variable.



With these coordinates,

a*(ct + H.) = a*( - 2 + - 2) = 8 - y+ y- 2

(1, - 89 + ry- 2 )a*(E+)(y, s, r) = 0

a*(E+)(y, ~r, 0) = 6(r(y - 1)) = r- 16(y - 1).

Let O(x) E C"(R + ) be a cut off function vanishing near x = 0 such that

(x)=1 for x>c>0

and let Ep (x, x', t) on X be the heat kernel for the Friedrichs extension of

He = -ax + ,x-2V(x)

defined on ,c0 (R+ ). Let z in X be the lift under / of a neighborhood of the diagonal

Ao away from the boundary faces of X. Since He is the Laplacian plus a smooth

perturbation, 3*(E)((X) restricted to Qz is a polyhomogeneous conormal function

with an asymptotic expansion at the diagonal face 0D with leading power -1, and

vanishing to infinite order at the temporal face T [14].

In the neighborhood Q, in X there is a map

/ a = a- 1 o/ : Q -+/3(Q,) C X

giving an isomorphism on the interiors of these spaces and satisfying

/3(r) = po, /3(s) = prpz.

Let F(y, s) = E1 (y, 1, s) on R+ x R• be the restriction of the positive heat kernel for

H0 to the submanifold y' = 1, then

. (F)(pr, pz) = ps'P' x C'(OZ), F(y, 0) = 6(y - 1).

Let 0(y) in C"(R + ) be a cut-off function supported near y = 0, such that

0(y) 1 for y > e', 0(y) =0 for 1> e'>E>y

,qy(y) is supported in the interval (e, E'). Define

J(y, s) = (a, - 02 + y- 2)(y)f(y, s) =

- (0 (y) - Oay(y))F(y, s) + 0(y)(1 - (y))y-2nF(y, s)



J(y, s) is supported in (e, e') and is smooth and vanishes to infinite order at s = 0,

since the distribution F(y, s) vanishes to infinite order at s = 0 away from the singular

submanifold y = 1.

Let E+(y, y', s) be the positive heat kernel for H,, on X with coordinates (y, y', s).

By Theorem 1.8, E+(y, y', s) exists and is in D+ in y for s > 0. Define

H(y, s) = J E+(y, y', s - s')J(y', s')dy'ds'

then by Duhamel's principle

(08 - i9 + ry-2)H(y, s) = J(y, s).

Since J(y, s) is smooth and compactly supported away from y = 0, the y' integral is

well-defined. J(y, s) vanishes to infinite order at s = 0 and convolution is smoothing,

so H(y, s) is smooth up to s = 0 and vanishes to infinite order there. Since E+(y, y', s)

is in D+ in y, H(y, s) is in D+ up to s = 0. Define

E(y, s) = ¢(y)F(y, s) - H(y, s).

By construction, E(y, s) is in D+ in y and

(as - 2+ y-2)E(y, s) = 0 E(y, 0) = 6(y - 1)

and vanishes to infinite order at s = 0 away from y = 1. Lifting E(y, s) to the

blown-up manifold X bounded away from the faces £ and D,
• oV+½C1 -

Os(E)(X ) = p;'p p 2x C¶(X).

r-1 E(y, s) satisfies the heat equation for a*(H,) and has the same initial data at

t = 0 and is in the same domain in y as the lift under ca of the positive heat kernel

E+ (x, x', t) restricted to x' > e > 0, so by uniqueness of solutions to the heat equation

a*(E+ 1,>e)(y, s, r) = r-'E(y, s)

and in a neighborhood of the diagonal in X which lifts under /3 to a neighborhood in

X bounded away from R and £,

3*(E+)(p,, p, pD) = p 1p;'pT x C'o(pz, pT).

In a neighborhood of the face x = 0 in X which lifts under to a neighborhood in

X bounded away from D and 2,

*(E+AX,)(pM, pT, Po) = P- pL+pT x C"(p',pT)
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proving the theorem by symmetry. O

Theorem 2.3. For 0 < v < 1, the heat kernel E_(x, x', t) for the negative extension

of H, has a boundary expansion

)*(E_)(-) = x C-(Q+) E 2 hf(X)

homogeneous of degree -1 in p).

The proof is completely analogous to the proof for the lift of the positive heat

kernel. When , = -1/4 the non-homogeneity of the boundary data causes the

boundary expansions to be slightly more complicated. This case will be dealt with in

the next section.



3. THE HEAT KERNEL FOR THE MODEL OPERATOR WITH GENERAL

SELF-ADJOINT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Theorem 3.1. Denote by Ee(x, x', t) the heat kernel for the constant coefficient op-

erator H, defined on the domain De for E = ±. For 0 < v < 1 and E : + the

heat kernel Ee(x, x', t) for self-adjoint extension of the operator H, with domain De

defined by 1.2 is in De in x and x' and for any N in N has an expansion when

1>v>0
N

Ee(X) = E_.(X) + E3(X) + RN+'(X) E 4h(X)

j=O

with E (X) E h 2 (X) RN (X) E N+2(X)
phg e ~phgk.I

and E4(X) homogeneous in po of degree 2vj - 1. When v = 0

Ee(X) = E+(X) + Re(X) E 42(X)

with Re(X) E 4 2 (X)

and jz*(Re)(X) = s-'Re(X) + O(s-1).

For Ee(x, x', t) not invariant under the action of s, the boundary expansion of
f*(Ee)(X) cannot becomputed by the same methods as those used for 3*(E+)(x),

the heat kernels for the positive extension. The positive heat kernel for HK will be

used to construct the solution w(x, t) to the heat kernel for HK with domain De and

initial data O(x) in C (R+) from the positive solution u(x, t) with the same initial

data O(x). By closure under the £2 (R+) norm, this construction gives solutions to

the heat equation for general initial data in the domain De.

Lemma 3.2. Let {Jn} be a sequence of functions in C (R+ ) such that qn(X) con-

verges to O(x) in De in the £ 2(R+ ) norm. If E(x,x', t) is a distribution on X such

that E(¢n)(x, t) is a smooth function in De for fixed t and

(at + Hr)E(¢n)(x, t) = 0, E(O))(x, 0) = ,(x)

then E() )(x, t) converges in £2 (R+) to a smooth function v(x, t) in Do for fixed t

such that

(ot + H,)v(x, t) = 0 and v(x, 0) = O(x).
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PROOF: This follows from the Spectral Theorem 1.6. E

Definition 3.1. For 0 < v < 1, the leading functional coefficients at the face x = 0

of the positive and negative heat kernels are

NE+(x', t) = {x-'2E+(x, x', t)} x=o

NE_ (x',t) = {"-E- (x, ',xt)}I =o 0 < v < 1

{-{x-/ln(x)E_(x,x',t)}jx=o a = 0

Definition 3.2. Define the operators N+ on D+ and N_ on D_ by

N+ (4)(t) = NE+ (x', t) + (x')dx', 0+ (x) E D+
O0 0

N_(_)(t) = NE_ (x', t) (x')dx', ¢_(x) E D_

N+(q)(t) are the boundary data functions for positive or negative solutions to the

heat equation with initial data O(x) in D±.

Definition 3.3. F(h)(x, t) is a solution to the signaling problem with negative bound-

ary data h(t) in Co(R + ) if

(Ot - 2 + x-2 n)F(h)(x, t) = 0, F(h)(x, 0) = 0

{ h(t)x-v+" + O(x"+) 0 < < 1
F (h) (x , t) ~x=o 1

h(t)x½1n(x) + O(x½) v = 0

By the uniqueness of solutions to the heat equation for self-adjoint extensions of HK,

F(h)(x, t) cannot have purely positive or negative boundary data. It will be shown

that the solution to the signaling problem gives a map from N+(D+), the space of

positive boundary data functions, to N_ (D_), the space of negative boundary data

functions.

Lemma 3.3. The solution F(h)(x, t) to the signaling problem with negative boundary

data h(t) in C"(0, 00) is

F(h)(x,t) = 2vh(t) *t N'E+(x,t) 0 < v <1

F(h)(x, t) = h(t) *t N'E+(x, t) v = 0



where N'E+(x,t) = {(x')-"'- E+(x,x', t)}jx,=o.

PROOF: Let V/_(x) be a compactly supported function, smooth up to the boundary
1

x = 0 and equal to the harmonic function x-±+2 for He in some neighborhood of the

boundary,
{ -,+.! 0 < < 1

V)-(x) E C'I(R+ \ 0) and i_ (x) -x=0 (3.1)0 F In (x) = 0

Since V_(x) is harmonic near the boundary, H,(_)/(x) is compactly supported

away from the boundary. Assume that h(t) = N_(0)(t) is a boundary defining

function for a negative solution to the heat equation with initial data O(x) in C0 (R+ ).

The function h(t) vanishes at t = 0, so h(t)V_ (x) has negative boundary data and

zero initial data. Applying He, to this function gives

(o - & + i 2X)h(t)&_(x) = &9h(t),O_(x) + h(t)He(g_)(x).

Let H' denote the operator -8 , + ((x')2 . By Duhamel's principal,

D(h)(x,t) = ath(t) *t E+(V)b)(x,t) + h(t) *t E+(H'V(_))(x, t)

solves the forcing problem for the error term and has positive boundary data at

x = 0. Although the Schwartz kernel E+(x, x', t) only gives smooth solutions to the

heat equation for initial data in D+, E+(V )(x,t) is well-defined since 0_(x) is in

L 2 (lR+). E+(0_) (x, t) satisfies the heat equation but is discontinuous at the initial

face t = 0, and the singularity in E+(b_-)(x, t) is smoothed by convolution with &th(t).

Since H, (_)(x) is in (Oc(R + ), E+(H'(_0))(x, t) is smooth up to the boundary faces,

therefore D(h)(t) is smooth away from the boundary, has positive boundary data, and

vanishes to infinite order at t = 0.

F(h)(x, t) = h(t)V_) (x) - D(h)(x, t)

solves the signaling problem with negative boundary data h(t). Integrating the first

term in D (h)(x, t) by parts,

Oth(t) *t E+(V_)(x,t) = {h(t') E+(x,x' t- t') (x')d'} t =0

+ j h(t') {0tE+(x,x', t - t')_(x')h(t')}dz'dt'
= h(t)0(x) + h(t) *0 E()(xt)

h h(t) 0-(x) + h (t) * tat eE (0-) (x, t)
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This leaves a convolution of h(t) with the term

O E+ (V_)(x, t) + E+(H'(0_))(x, t)

which can be further simplified by using the boundary expansions of the heat kernel

E(x, x', t) and the function _ (x).

atE+(0_)(x, t) = j OtE+ (x, x', t)/_ (x')dx' = - HE+ (x, x', t) _) (x')dx'

by the symmetry in the x and x' variables, so

OtE+( _)(x,t) + E+ (Hg'(*_))(x,t) = -H'.(E)(*_)(x,t) + E(H,'(Q_))(x,t)

= lim {O2,E+(x, x', t) _(x') - E+(x, x', t)a ,_ (x')}dx'

= lim{-E+(x, x', t)a_,_0 (x') + OaE+(x, x', t)_0 (x')}|,__

This cross term vanishes at infinity since _ (x) is compactly supported. Near x' = 0,

={ (x')v-+ 0 < v < 1
(x')1 In(x) v = 0

(-V + 1)(x')-"-½ 0 _< < 1 2 # 1

o•, _(X') = 0 2 =
(x') ½ ln(x') + (x')-½ v = 0=1

e,9E+(x,x',t)= (v+ -)(x') -N'E+(x,t) + O((x')0 +)

This gives the cross term

OtE+ (0)(x, t) + E+(HýO_)(x,t) = -2vN'E+ (x, t) 0 v < 1
-N'E+ (x, t) v= 0

Denote the Fourier transform on R by F. For g(t) in £2 (R+),

00)( ) e- i x( g (t) d
= j dt":(go1 27r

Lemma 3.4. For a a complex number with ~R(a) > -1 the function

t= t+ if t > 0 t+ = 0 if t < 0

is locally integrable and defines a distribution with the properties

t te = ta+ for R(a) > -1 and Ott1 = at"-7 for R(a) > 0.



Let T" = t/Fr(a + 1), where r is the standard Gamma function, then Ty can be
analytically continued to all a in C such that &tT = T_- ', T1 = H(t) the Heavyside

function and Tk = 5
k- 1) , k in No. T+ has Fourier transform

T(T+_) = exp{-irr(a + 1)/2}(( - i0) - a - 1

with ( the transform variable in R.

PROOF: A detailed explanation is given in [11]. O

Lemma 3.5. there exists an operator K : N+(D+)(t)--+N_(D-)(t) with convolution

kernel K(t) conormal to t = 0 and well defined inverse G and.

K(t) = ct' - 1 = c .F-'((( - i0)-Tr(u)e-ir'/2 ) 0 < v < 1 c ,, E• R• \ 0
K(t) = .F-1(2/ ln(( - iO)) v = 0

PROOF: If O(x) is in C°(m(R+) then the restriction maps N± on D-4 give an isomor-

phism between boundary data functions for positive and negative solutions to the

heat equation,

K: N+(0)(t)-+N_(0)(t).

By the £2(R+) closure of Cs"'(R+), this isomorphism extends to boundary data func-

tions for positive and negative solutions with initial data in the domains D+ and D_,

respectively, and has a well-defined inverse

G: N_(D-)(t)--+N+(D+)(t).

By construction, if v(x, t) is a negative solution with initial data 0(x) in 0c"(R+ ) and

boundary data function h(t) = N_ () (t),

u(x, t) = v(x, t) - F(h)(x, t)

is a solution to the heat equation with purely positive boundary data and initial data

O(x) in C("(R + ).

The differential operator &t+H, is invariant under the R+ scaling p8, so p*(F(h))(x, t)

is also a solution to the signaling problem if F(h)(x, t) is. F(h)(x, t) is in Dmax for

fixed t so

F(h)(x,t) = f(t)4+(x) + h(t)¢_(x) +v(x) v(x) E Duin.



Since Dmin is invariant under scaling by s > 0 I will suppress the term v(x).

0< V< 17

F(h)(x, t) x= f(t)x + +h(t)X " +
2

I* (F(h))(x,t) -x=0 fs(t)Ox+" + hs(t)x -'+ , SE (0, 00)

f,(t) = s"+ f(s82t), h(t) = s- +2 h(S2t)

The boundary data functions for solutions to the heat equation are supported on the

positive real line so K(t) - 0 for t < 0 and

Vs1 " 2t 2  j (82t _ t')f(ti)dt
8- hs(t) = h(s2t) = K(f)(s2t) = K(s2 t')t'dt

10/
= 82 K(s2 (t t')

0and by definition of h(t)

and by definition of h, (t)

)f(s 2t')dt' = s - _+ J K(s2(t - t'))fs(t')dt'

hs(t) = K(t - t') f(t')dt' = s - 2v+2 K(s2(t - t'))f(t')dt'

so K(t) = s-1 "K(st).

When v = 0 it is easiest to first consider G(t), the map from negative to positive

boundary data. For g(t) a function on R+ and s in (0, o0) set g,(t) = g(s 2t).

F(h)(x, t) x=0 h(t)x½ ln(x) + h(t)x½

p (F(h))(x,t) x=o h( s2t)(sx) ln(sx) + f(s2x)(xs)2

2= h(s2t ) + l)h(22 2
h(s t)s x• ln(x) + s•{ln(s)h~st ~ )x

- therefore

G(hs)(t) = ln(s) h (t) + f, (t)

ItG(hs)(t) = G(t - t')h(s2t')dt'10
t 82t

= ln(s) j 6(t - t')h(s2t')dt' +j G(s2t- t')h(t')dt'
JO t

= ln(s) J (t - t')h8(t')dt' + s2 G(t - t')h8(t')dt'

This gives an equation for G(t)

In(s)6(t) = G(t) - s2G, (t), s E (0, oo).

For



Since G(t) = s2G,(t) for t > 0, G(t) - t- 1 as t-+oo and G(t) is not in C2(R+). Let

()(- iE) = j e-it(-i")G(t)dt for E > 0

This is a well defined function on R and

(G,)(s - iE) = f e-it(_-iE)G(s2t)dt = s-2F(G)( E )

In(s) = .(G)((- ie) - F(G)( )
S

1
=> F(G) = lim7_eoF(G)(~ - iE) = - In(( - iO)

2

K(t) = -1()
In(( - iO)

Corollary 3.6. For 0 < v < 1,

E-(x,x',t) - E+(x,x',t) = 2vN'E+ *. K *t *NE+(x,x',t)

PROOF: Let b(x) in C0 (R+ ) be the initial data function for u(x, t) a positive solution

to the heat equation with boundary data function f(t) = N+(0)(t).

v(x, t) = u(x, t) + F(h)(x, t) = u(x, t) + 2vK(f)(t) *t N'E+(x, t)

is a solution to the heat equation with initial data O(x) and negative boundary data

K(f)(t). Since O(x) is compactly supported,

K(f)(t) *t N'E+(x, t) = NE+(0)(t) *t K(t) *t N'E+(x, t)

= jNE+(x', t) *t K(t) *t N'E+(x, t)b(x')dx'

The corollary follows from the L 2(R+) closure of C( g(R+ ). 0

Lemma 3.7. For each E # + in PR there is a convolution map with kernel Ke(t)

conormal to t = 0 and supported on t > 0

Ke(t) = .-'((Y(G) + e)-')(t)

such that

Ee(x,x',t) = E+(x,x',t) + 2vN'E+ *t Ke *t NE+(x,x',t) 0 < v < 1SN'E+ *t Ke *t NE+(x,x',t) v = 0
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PROOF: For t > 0 the 9 heat kernel Ee(x, x', t) is in De and conormal to x = 0 by

the Spectral Theorem 1.6, therefore the restriction

NEe (x', t) = {x'- Ee (x, x', t)}Ix=o

is well-defined. By inclusion in De, the Taylor series expansion of Ee (x, x', t) at x = 0

has a term of order v + 1/2 with coefficient ONEe(x',t). If w(x,t) is a solution to

the heat equation for He then with initial data O(x) in De, define the boundary data

function for w(x, t) by
00

h(t) = Ne(€)(t)= NEe(x', t)¢(x')dx'.

If u(x, t) is a positive solution with initial data O(x) in C00(R+ ) and boundary data

f(t) = N+(¢)(t), the solution to the signaling problem will be used to find a h(t) in

C (0, oo) such that

w(x, t) = u(x, t) + F(h)(x, t)

is a E solution with initial data O(x) and boundary data function h(t) = Ne()(t).

G(h)(t) gives the positive data for F(h)(x, t), so this amounts to.solving the convo-

lution equation for h(t)

f (t) - G(t) *t h(t) = h(t)e.

Using the Fourier transform,

(Cf)) (= F(h) (() {F(G) () + e}

SOso

h(t) = f(t) *t F-((F(G)(() + )-e ) = Ke(f)(t)

w(x, t) = 1h(t)0+ (x) + h(t)_ (x) + v(x), v(x) E Drain

For 0 < v < 1, Ke is the inverse Fourier transform of the distribution

F(Ke)) = F(G)( + }' = -(v-'rv2(( - iO)" + o}.

For v = 0,

F(Ke)(() = { ln(( - iO) + e} - 1 = ln(Ce(( - i0)) - 1  Co = exp(2e).
2

This illustrates the fact that when v = 0 the negative solution plays no special role

among the solutions with e # +.



Using the commutativity of the convolution maps when O(x) is in ý0 (R+ ),

Ke(f)(t) = (Ke *t NE+)(0)(x,t)

Ee (0)(x) = E+(0)(x, t) + F(Ke *t NE+) (0))(x, t).

This proves the lemma by the L 2 (R+) closure of the initial data. 0

Corollary 3.8. For 0 < v < 1,

Ee(x,x',t) = E_-(x,x',t) - 9Ke *t {E_(x,x',t) - E+(x,x',t)}

PROOF: When 0 < v < 1, the kernel Ke(t) can be written recursively as

Ke(t) = {6(t) - eKe(t)} *t K(t)

This is just a manipulation of the Fourier transform of Ke(t):

F(Ke)(t) = 1(K) = {1)
1 + OY'(K)(()

Then

2vN'E+(x, t) *t Ke(t) *t NE+(x', t)

OF(K) (C) }F'(K)(().
1 + OF(K)(C)

-- {6(t) - 8Ke(t)} *t 2v(N'E+(x, t) *t K(t) *e NE+(x', t)

= {6(t) - eKe(t)} *e (E_(x,x',t) - E+(x,x',t)).

Lemma 3.9. For 0 < v < 1 and 0or any N in ,

Lemma 3.9. ForO0 < v < 1 and for any N in N,

eKe(t) = + O(tNJ- )N -1 
r V

PROOF: Let Ki(t) be the convolution operator K(t) = cat+- 1 applied to itself j
times, K (t) = K *t K *t ... *t K(t). For v in this range the Fourier transform gives

*"  e t"-' = F(jv)r(v).F(e- )"(+)v( - i0) -( 1+ )" ) = (j)F( t+1)-1
and a fomlo+ ()iie((j + 1)v)b+

and a formula for Kj (t) is given by
,, ,,-1 •t

K3(t) = K - ' *t K(t) = q -', t+1)v)+ - r(jv)
r(j- 1)v) + z'(jv)+



Applying the recursive formula for Ke (t) gives

N-1

Ke(t) = E(-E)J+'Kj(t) + (--E)N+KN(t) *t Ke(t)
j=1

for any positive integer N. E

Proof of theorem 3.1:

Ee (x, x', t) is in the domain De in x for fixed t > 0 by the Spectral Theorem 1.6.

The restriction of the positive heat kernel to the faces x = 0 or x' = 0 vanishes to

infinite order at t = 0 away from the corner x = x' = 0, so the term

3*(N'E+ *t K9 *t NE+)(X)

is smooth on the interior and and vanishes to infinite order at TI and D and the

expansion of /*(Ee) (X) at the diagonal face D and the temporal face T is the same

as that of 3(E+)(X). For 0 < v < 1,

Ee (x,x',t) = E (x,x',t) - Ke (t) *t {E_(x,x ',t) - E+(x,x ',t)}

N-1

= E_(x,x',t) + E(-O) K (t) *t {E_(x,x',t) - E+(x,x',t)}
j=1

+ (-E)N+lKN(t) *t Ke(t) *t {E (x, x', t) - E+(x, x', t)}

3*(E_)(X) and / (E_ - E+)(X) are homogeneous in Po of degree -1, and K (t) is

homogeneous in t of degree jv - 1, so 3*(Ee)(X) has an expansion at D in powers

of 2ju - 1 with leading term equal to the leading term of 3*(E_)(X).

When v = 0 the operator H_ is not homogeneous under the scaling ps, so the

negative extension cannot be used to construct the heat kernels for E boundary

conditions from the difference between the positive and negative heat kernels. Since

ln(Ce(s( - iO)) = limo ln(Ce (s( - ie)) = ln(Ce(C - iO)) + ln(s)

the inverse Fourier transform of its reciprocal satisfies

Ke(st) = s-'Ke(t) + O(s - 1)



The difference between the positive and the 8 heat kernels is

N'E÷(x, t) *t Ke *t NE+(x', t)

= N'E+ (x, t - t') j Ke(t' - t")NE+ (x', t")dt"dt'

S (N'E÷ (x, t) *, Ke (t) *t NE÷(x', t))

4 .(N'E+)(x, t) *t Ke(s2t)*t Is (NE+)(x', t))

= s- N'E+(x, t) *t Ke(t) *t NE+(x', t) + O(s')

and 0*(Ee)(X) is conormal to the front face 0 with a leading term of degree -1 11



4. A FORMULA FOR THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE TRACE AT THE CONIC POINT

Let e- tH(x, x') be the heat kernel for the Laplacian on R. The operator with kernel

Ee(x, x', t) - e-tH (x, x')

restricted to x, x' > 0 is trace class and tr(E+ - e-tH)(t) can be written as the sum

of two distributions, the first having an expansions at t = 0 with coefficients coming

from terms supported on the diagonal A0 and the second with coefficients arising

from the Taylor series of k(x).

In [1] Callias shows that for v > 1 and v not in Z, tr(E+ - e-tH)(t) has a constant

term v = Vi + 1/4. Following Callias, I outline a construction of the positive heat

kernel using a Bessel function representation of the resolvant and use this to compute

an exact formula for the difference E_(x, x', t) - E+(x, x', t) between the positive and

negative heat kernels for the model operator H, = - ax-2 with a > -1/4, as well as

the constant c, in the convolution kernel K(t) = cvt+- 1 that takes positive boundary

data to negative boundary data for solutions to H,. These are used compute the

constants in the first two terms of the expansion of tr(Ee - e-tH)(t), the modified

trace for the self-adjoint extension of HK with e boundary data.

Theorem 4.1.

tr(Ee - e-tH)(t) 1-t=0 tr(E+ - e-tH)(t) + v + E 2 V-4 t) + O(t 2v)
17(3/2 - v)

Therefore the constant r = v2 - 1/4 in the operator H, and the boundary condition

9 are recoverable from the expansion of tr(Ee - e-tH) (t) at t = 0.

PROOF: The positive heat kernel for H1 for t > 0 can be written as a contour

integral of the Green's function constructed from modified Bessel functions. Because

the domains of the self-adjoint extensions with mixed boundary conditions are not

R+ invariant, an analogous construction will not work in those cases. The following

theorem and its proof directly follow Callias' paper [1].

Theorem 4.2. For t > 0 and 1 > v > 0, the positive heat kernel is given by
2Ii+ dz tz V(X2gZiI2

E+(x,x',t) = (xx')'+ . 2 g(zx 2 )g(z(x')i

Where F is the canonical contour in the complex plane starting at -cc in the lower

half plane, circling the origin and continuing to -oo in the upper half plane. The



integral converges for all x, x' with t > 0, is a smooth function of x, x' > 0 and

g(zx 2) is an analytic function of its argument with

zV (XX,)V+I (zx 2)g(z(X,)2) = -7r(xx')½ V(l-) V(/-lz2sin(xvx) 2gz(v'2x)I( z')
zv~x~)~+g~z2)gz~I)2 -2sin(vir)

PROOF: For v V Z and z a positive real number the equation

(0a2 - 2 - z)V(x, z) = 0

has two solutions

01 (x,z) = (v'zx)Il,(v zx) and 02(x,z) = (v/zX) K,(v/zx) where

Iv(y) = (y/2)" Z(y/2)2k(k!F(v + k + 1))- 1
k=O

K, (y) = (IL (y) - I.(y))
2sin(vr)

are modified Bessel functions with asymptotic behavior

Kg(y) ~- y-e
K,,(y) - y-le-'

Iv(y) y_ y

I,(y) -,- y' ley

at y = 0

as y-+00.

The Green's function for the operator H+ - z defined on D+ is given by

G(x, x', z) = (xx')~ {I,(vrzx)K,(v'x')H(x' - x) + I,(•zx')KV(Nzx)H(x - x')}

where H(x) is the Heavyside function, so for 4(x) and O(x) in D+,

(H+ - z)G(x, x', z)Vb(x')¢(x)dxdx' = (O0 0
From the asymptotics of the modified Bessel functions,

G(x, x', z) . Vzexx 'e v - lx - x'I as z-+oo and

c)¢(x)dx.

E+(x,z',t) = j dz tzG+ (x, ',t)
2iri

is well-defined for t > 0 since the etz term dominates when jz| > 0.

This integral can be simplified by writing the product of the two Bessel functions

14(Vrx')Kv(v x) = x-"(x')vg(z(x') 2 )§(zx2 ) + z V(xx')2g(zx 2 )g(z(x')2 )

(4.1)



where g(y) and g(y) are analytic functions of their arguments (depending on v) for

v > 0, v ' Z. Then G(x, x', z) is re-written as

G(x, x', z) = x" (x') -"~(zx')(z z(x') 2)H(x' - x)

+ x-V(x')Vg(z(x') 2)g(zx 2)H(x - x') + zll(xx')vg(zx 2 )g(z(x)')2

The first two terms are analytic in z and drop out of the integral for E+ (x, x', t), and

this gives a formula for the integrand. O

Proposition 4.3. For 1 > v > 0
4At+1'

K(t) = +- and

t sinr(vir) (xx') 1 x 2 + (X 2

E_(x,x', t) - E+(x,x',t) =- exp{- }~ K[ x x ]
7rt 4t 2t

PRooF: As before, let G(t) be the convolution kernel of the map between negative

and positive boundary data functions. By Lemma 3.5,

(G) - ( - iO)eirv/2

cF (v)

so by the Fourier inversion formula 3.4
tLu- I

G(t) = cV F (V) F(- V)
G(h)(t) is the positive data for the solution to the signaling problem for h(t) in

CO(R + ) given by

F(h)(x,t) = 2vh(t) *t N+E+(x,t).

A second expression for G(t) can be derived by restricting F(h)(x, t) to x = 0 and

computing its positive boundary data function. Since F(h)(x, t) must contain both

positive and negative boundary data, we have to first make sense of what the restric-

tion means in this case.

N+E+(x, t), the restriction of E+(x, x', t) to the face x = 0, is singular at x = t = 0

but is smooth in t away from this corner, and has positive boundary data for t > 0.

Let y-(t) be a smooth function on R+ such that ye(t) = 1 for t > e and -y,(t) vanishes

to infinite order at t = 0. Then

-, -N'E+ *t h(x, t) = h(t - t'), (t')N'E+ (x, t')dt'



is the convolution of two smooth functions and

lim h(t) *t 7,(t)N'E+(x, t)

has positive boundary data, so for t > 0

G(t) = 2v lim{(xx')--' A,(t)E+ (x, x', t) }1x,,=oe-+0

Using the Bessel function form of the positive heat kernel for t > 0

G(t) = 2vNN'E+(t) = 2vg2 (0)
dz etz~
21i z

Lemma 4.4. For k a positive integer,

dz zv+k tz = (_ )ksin(v7r)F(VJ 27ri 7 + k + 1)t+v - k - 1

PROOF: With the change of variables w = tz for t > 0, the integral becomes

dz zv+ketz -t-v-k-1

27ri

dwwv+kew
27ri

eir(v+k) _ -7ri(v+k) 00oo

27ri Jo
w v+k e-wdw

= (-1)ksin(v)(v + k + 1)

sin(7rv) t-lG(t) = 2vg2(0)sin()F(v + 1)t - .

By equation 4.1 this gives

2vg2 (0) = - I2iv2 -)
cg isr f ysingX(vvor)o

c,, is found by equating the two expressions for G(t)

(t) - cr()r(-•
G (t) + -

c,r(v)r(-v)

-4-•v •r

sin(vlr)F2(v + 1)

-4t(v- 14-r(v + 1)

417(v + 1) -4"c1,=1 =
vr(v)r(-v) =r(-v)

These same techniques give an explicit formula for the difference between the positive

and negative heat kernels. Using the representation of the modified Bessel function



IV(vzx) as an asymptotic sum and 4.1,
-4-("*'+ )•- •

g(zx 2)g(O) = (4(v+ 0
sin(vUr)F(v + 1) i

Under the change of variables w = zt this gives

N'E+(x,t) =
14_______ _ f dz z k2 k

t2)X 00+(X00
rr4-(v+-v)!Z+• etz E k

sin(vr)(v + 1) .2i 4 k!P(v + k + 1)
t-4-1x++ k00

4 (4 +1) k=O

(t1)k X2(_)k
k! 4t(

t-V-XV+ 1

4v+½F (v + 1)

Recall the following Laplace transforms with the dual variable s:

£(t-le-a/t) = 2(a/s)v/ 2K [2(as) ]
£(t1 exp{a 2 + b2  ab

(2t-1exp- )K,[ ])

Using the Gamma function identities

r(v + 1) = vr(v)

(tV- ) -= s-VPF(v)

1 2K,[atI]K,[btI]

r(v)r(1 - V) = wr
sin(vir)

these give the Laplace transforms of N' E+ (x, t) and K(t);

1 Li

£(N'E+)(x,s) = 2P(v+ 1 )K[xs],

2"r(v + 1) • • ]
£(K)(s) =-s-4 F(v)

r(-v)
To compute the difference between the positive and negative heat kernels use the

formula

E_(x,x',t) - E+(x,x',t) = 2vN'E+(x,t) *t K(t) *t NE+(x',t).

Convolution is dual to multiplication under the Laplace transform, and

2v £(N'E+) (x, s)( (K) (s)1 (NE+) (x', s)

2v(xx') 1(v) sin(vr) _ 1
= -- K[s]K,[x'sI] = 2(xx')g KV[xs]gK[x'.]

r 2(v + 1)r(-v) [][ ] 2(') r
- ((xx')isin(vlr) exp 2 + (x')2 }K[xx'])

irt 4t 2t

Proof of Theorem 4.1: The difference between the positive and negative kernels

has zero boundary data and the R+ invariance for these extensions means that the

tr(E_ - E+) (t) is given by a convergent integral along the diagonal in X on the front

X2 k
4" k!F(v + k + 1)

2
exp{-I-}

4t



face, which is in turn equivalent to the integral along the diagonal on any parabolic

octant Qp. Under the change of variables w = x2/2t,

tr(E- - E+)(t) = {E_(x,x,t) - E+(x,x,t)}dx

0j xsin(vir) ex_ 2  - 2

~exp{-x }K,,[xjdx
- rt 2t 2t

sin(vr) "o
- sn(7r exp{-w}K,[w]dw = v

7r J

This gives the trace at the corner of the heat kernel for negative boundary data in

terms of the trace of the positive heat kernel E+(x, x', t).

tr(E_ - e-tH)(t) = tr(E+ - e-tH)(t) + tr(E_ - E+)(t) = tr(E+ - e-tH)(t) + v

For the E # - the first two terms of the trace are

tr(E--e-tH)(t) = tr(E+-e-tH)(t)+v-8tr(K(t)*t{E_ (x, x', t)-E+(x, x', t)})+O(t2v)

To compute the second term in the trace it is easiest to first restrict to the diagonal

and then use Laplace transforms to compute the convolution.

-4++ s-vx 2x
£(K)£(E_ - E+)(x,x,s) = F(1 - v)F(-v) K[Xs

Taking the inverse Laplace transform

4x-4v+1 t2v- 1 x2  X2

K(t) t {E_ (x, X,t) - E+(x,x,t)} = -exp{--}Ko()
"(1 - v)P(-v) 2t

With the change of variables w = x2 /2t,

tr(K(t) *t {E (x,x',t) - E+(x,x',t)}) =

-2vti 00+ w-" expf{-w}Ko(w)dw =
L'(1 - v) f(-)v) ]o

r2 (1 +Or 2(1 - v) = -
2(1 - v) P(3/2- v) r(3/2 - v) +

0

There is one value of n for which the kernels E+ (x, x', t) and E (x, x', t) can be

conveniently expressed in a closed form; that is when . = 0 and the operator is no



44

longer singular. In this case H0 = O2 and the positive and negative solutions are

given by

t-_ (x- ~' )-
{exp{- 4t }

2 ~4t

t (x - x')2{exp{- }
2Vl-F 4t

-exp{- (X + x )

4t

+exp{- (x+x)
2

4t

When v = 1/2, F(-1/2) = -2V7F and ci = -1/v-
2

x't-3/2 (z')
N+E+(x',t) =2- exp{- (} ,

2 Tr4t
NE (x',t) exp{- •}

4t

Under the Laplace transform £ with dual variable s

1L (K)(s 2, £(NE_)(x', s) = s -2 exp{-X's}

1£C(N+E+)(x', s) = exp{-x's½}

Which shows that the value calculated for cl is correct.
2

K -x[ ] = V/tI(xx')-I exp{- x-}
2 2t 2t

and the various methods of computing the difference between the positive and the

negative heat kernels agree.

E_ (x,x',t) - E+(x,x',t) =

2vN'E_ (x,t) *t NE+(x',t)
1t- (x + X')2= t exp 4t }

VfiF4t

(xx')1 2 + (X')2 K2 '= exp -Ki ]
- r exp 4t -2t

The modified trace for these operator kernels is then

tr(E+ - e-'tH ")(t)
X2

exp{- }dx
t

Let w = x/td valid for t > 0, then

1tr(E+ - e-tH)(t) =

And by theorem 4.1,

1E
trE_(t) = 4

-1 exp{-w 2}dw

1 -4- + 2t + + O(t)trEe(t) -=

E+(x,x',t) =

E_(x,x',t) =

t-

r1 0o0
2 - ,T f



5. THE HEAT KERNEL FOR THE VARIABLE COEFFICIENT OPERATOR IN ONE

DIMENSION

Let n(x) be a smooth compactly supported function on the half line such that

,(0) = no _ -1/4. The positive heat kernel E+(x, x', t) for the constant coefficient

operator

Ho = - + IKox -

and the positive heat kernel Eo(x, x', t) for the Laplacian on [0, co)

t-1 (x -X/)2 (X + X,)2
Eo(x, x', t) - _{exp{- } - exp{ }}

24t 4t

will be used to construct the heat kernel EX (x, x', t) for the operator

H= - +2 + ()- 2

defined on the domain D+ defined in 1.2.

Theorem 5.1. For 0 < v < 1, the heat kernel E' (x, x', t) for the positive extension

of H. with domain D+ has a boundary expansion on f, the blown-up space defined

in 2.2

*3"(E+)(k) = pTpj(pPe)') 1 x Cc(X) e p(f hg(X)

The coefficients in the expansion at 2 and 91 depend on the Taylor series expansion

of K(x) at the boundary, and the leading coefficient at the front face 0 is equal to that

of /* (E+) (f), the positive heat kernel for the constant coefficient operator.

PROOF: It is initially convenient to do the construction for the operator

t(a, - a + ,(x)X-2)

which, unlike the original operator at + H, is not singular at the front face 0 when

blown up under / to 2. The heat kernel constructed for t(Ot - O2 + r(x)x- 2) will be

exact, so dividing by t gives a solution to the original operator.

Let O(x, x') be a compactly supported symmetric function with ¢(x, x') - 1 for

(x, x') E supp(n) x supp(K) and set

El(x,x',t) = k(x,x')E+(x,x',t) + (1 - ¢(x,x'))Eo(x,x',t)



Proposition 5.2.

t(at - Hr,)E(x,x',t) = Ri(x,x',t) Ce Ihg (X) E(x,x', 0) = 6(x - x)

with RI (X) compactly supported in x and rapidly decreasing as x' goes to infinity.

PROOF: For large x,

t(at + Hm)E (X) = t( t - ax)Eo(X) = 0

so RI(X) is compactly supported in x. Likewise for large x', El(X) = Eo(X) is

rapidly decreasing as x' goes to infinity for fixed x, therefore so is RI(X). When x

and x' are both in supp(0) then near x = 0 K(x) = Ko + xr (x) and

t(at + HK)E,(X) = t(at - Oa + 0oX- 2 + K 1(x)x1 )E+(X) = tx-'K (x)E+(X)

3*(tx-1 ,I(x)E+)(X) = pa *(r1)(pop9 j)/3*(E+)(X)

proving the proposition. D

Lemma 5.3. There is a distribution D(X) in hg(X) compactly supported in x and

x' such that /*(D)(X) 0 along D and

t(t - O8 + r(x)x-2)D(X) - R, (X) E 3hg(X)

PROOF: Under the map a : X-+X defined by 2.3, in a coordinate patch bounded

away from the left face x' = 0

a*(t(&t + HK)) = a*(t(&t - O1 + K(x)X- 2 )) = s(1s - + 2(ry)y-2 ).

Let 0(y) in C0(R + ) be a cut-off function supported away from y = 0 such that

0(y) = 1 for yE (1 - e, 1 +,E), E > 0

and define a family of second order differential operators on [0, oo) by

H= = - + K(ry)4(y)y-2 .

The Friedrich's heat kernel E (y, y', s) for Hý is the family of distributions depending

smoothly on the parameter r with

E;(y, y', 0) = 6(y - y') and HO : 2 _ r y - 2



On X with coordinates (y, r, s) let

F(y, r, s) = r-'E;(y, 1, s).

Near y = 1, so that /(y) = 1,

s(,- +2 (yr)y-2)F(y, r, s) = 0 and F(y, r, 0) = r-6(y- 1).

On X near 0 there is a map/z : X--+a-1 (X) that is an isomorphism on the interiors

and giving coordinates on X satisfying

f00(r) = pD, (y_ ) = 7, '1 )(s1) = p for s > (y- 1)2 , > 0
82

where r is not a boundary defining function. Since H; is the Laplacain with a smooth

perturbation, F(y, r, s) and a*(El)(y, r, s) lift under /3~, to have expansions along 0,

the lift of the diagonal, with leading term pgl [14]

00 00
oo oo

(F) (r, pjD, pz) E Z -41 fk (7-, P), 3;(a* (El)) (r, PD, Pz) E P'k- Z ek(T7,PO)

k=0 k=0

with fk(-r, PD) polyhomogeneous conormal to 0 with leading term pol and ek((r, p)

homogeneous in po of degree -1. Define D(X) by letting 3*(D)(X) be the Borel
sum of dk()p-1 cut off near r = 0, where

do(r) = di(r) = 0 and dk(r) = ek(T, pD) - fk(r, pD) for k > 1.

a*(Ei)(X) and F(X) both vanish to infinite order at s = 0 away from the singular

submanifold y = 1, and since

F(y,r,0) = a*(E.i)(y,r,0) = r-16(y - 1)

the first two coefficients in their expansions are equal at 0, giving the vanishing to first

order of *(D)(X) on 0. Since H. = H o near y = 1, the coefficient of the leading

term r - in the expansion of F(X) at r = 0 is the same as that of a*(E+)(X). By

the smooth dependence of E;(y, 1, s) on the parameter r, the expansion of 3*(F)(X)

at D is smooth, so1* (D)(X)- is smooth up to the front face 0 and vanishes to zeroth

order there. F(X) is an exact solution to a*(t(a, + H4)) near the lifted diagonal

y = 1, so #*t(at + HK){El - D}(X) vanishes to infinite order at Z and T. 0



Lemma 5.4. There is a distribution B(X) in Žph-(X) compactly supported in x and

rapidly decreasing as x' goes to infinity such that

t(Ot + Hr)B(X) - R(X) E DP hg(X)

and 3*(t(Ot + HK)B(X) - R(X)) vanishes to infinite order at 91.

PROOF: The powers in the Taylor series expansion for E+(X) and Eo(X) at x = 0

are different, therefore the distribution B(X) = B+(X) + Bo(X) will be constructed

in two steps.

First let bj (s, r) be functions such that

00

( - + - ((yr)y-2){*(q)(yr, r)*(E)(X) - bj(s, r)y }
j=O

vanishes to infinite order at y = 0. The first term B+(X) will be given by the Borel

sum of these coefficients. It is immediate that the bj (s, r) vanish to infinite order at

s = 0 for r large by the vanishing of E+ (X). In order to check that B+(X) is in

I)jk(X) it is sufficient to assume that r is small enough so that 3*(q)(ry, r) - 1. The

lifted functions a*(ni)(ry) and a*(E+)(y, r, s) have expansions at y = 0

00 00

a*(xi)(ry) "~y-=o rk ykk+l and a*(E+)(y, r, s) ~y=o Zy I ++ej(s, r)

k=0 j=0

where the ej (s, r) vanish to infinite order at s = 0 and are homogeneous in r to

degree -1. The lifted heat operator applied to a*(E+)(y, r, s) gives an error term

with expansion at y = 0

003
rs V .I j . -~

-a*(r)(yr)a*'(E+)(y, r, s) Y=0 s E yA+3 . ek(s, r)rj-k+ j-k+l
y j=0 k=O

Recalling the formula v = ±-Vo + 1/4,

1 1
ro - (v + - + )(V - - +- A= j2 + 2vj2 2



00
s(8 - ay+ -n(yr)y- 2) Zyv+½+jbj(s, r)

j=O

00 00

= s y1+Y asbj (s,r) + sZ(j 2 + 2vj)yv-/ 2±Jbj(s,r)
j=0 j=0

00j

+ s j-k+1bk(s, r)Tr2+j-k+iyv- +j

j=O k=1

bo(s, r) = 0 since the leading term in the expansion of a*(E+)(y, r, s) is removed by

applying t(&a - Hr). Equating coefficients to satisfy

00

a*(61)(yr)a*(E+)(y, r8, s) ~ =o s(8 -E + a2 *()(yr)y-2)y+±+3bj(s, r)
Y j=1

gives bi(s, r) = Ki (1 + 2v)- reo(s, r) and for j > 1,

j-1

by(s,r ) = (j2 + 2vj) -1{ kjkrj-{ek(s,r) - bk(s,r )} - 8sbj-2(s,r)}
k=O

By the above formula the coefficients bj (s, r) have a smooth expansion in r and vanish

to infinite order at s = 0 uniformly up to r = 0. Let B+(X) be the operator such

that a*(B+)(X) is the Borel sum of the bj(s,r) cut off near y = 0. By construction,

B+(X) is in 4'Ph9(X) and has positive boundary data at x = 0.

Let 0 (x) be a cut-off function such that O(x) =_ 1 near x = 0 and 0(x)(1 - 0(x, x'))

is supported away from the diagonal, and set

Bo(X) = (x)(1 - k(x,x'))Eo(X)

Bo(X) is rapidly decreasing as x' goes to infinity and B(X) = B+(X)+Bo(X) satisfies

the lemma. 0

Definition 5.1. Denote by Ak(X) C 4hg(X) the subspaces of distributions that lift

under 3 to vanish to infinite order at the face 9%, are compactly supported in x and

rapidly vanishing as x' goes to infinity.

Proposition 5.5.

Let E(X) = E1 (X)- D(X) - B(X) then

t(a, - Hj)E(X) = R(X) E &3(X).E(x, x', 0) = 6(x - z'),



PROOF: The initial data for E(X) is the same as that of EI(X), since D(X) and

B(X) both vanish at t = 0. Since RI(X), D(X) and B(X) are compactly supported

in x and rapidly decreasing at infinity in x', so is R(X). The Taylor series of the

remainder term at T, D and 91 has been removed without changing the initial data.

There is a composition calculus for operator kernels in 4*(X) defined in 5.1 that

allows the error term for the solution E(X) constructed above to be removed by

iteration.

Definition 5.2. Let Q(M) denote the density bundle on the manifold M.

Definition 5.3. Let I(Y; x = 0) for Y = R+ x R+ E (x, t) denote the space of

smooth functions on Y compactly supported in x and vanishing to infinite order at

x = 0.

The action of V*(X) on the space of solutions to the heat equation for HK on the

domain D+ is defined by L2 (R+) closure on I(Y; x = 0). In order to use the properties

of b-fibrations to show how j*(X) acts on I(Y; x = 0) the origin (0, 0) in Y will be

blown up parabolically in the direction of sp(dt) in the co-sphere bundle to get the

manifold

YQ = [Y; (0, 0), sp(dt)]

with map a : YQ-+Y and boundary faces 9i, D, and T. Boundary defining functions

can be chosen satisfying

a*(x) = p~pm, a*(t) p2bp•

The density bundle on Y lifts to YQ by

a*(O(Y)) = a*(dxdt) = pQ(YQ).

The space XQ defined in 2.1

XQ = [X \ {0}] U {QP}
has boundary faces f9, £, T and D and there is a map /3Q XQ-+X that is an isomor-

phism on the interiors of the two spaces and boundary defining functions satisfying

S/ (x') = P-Po,AW = P9%PjD,



By the definition of 4k(X), the lift under /3Q of the remainder term 3ý(R)(XQ) is a

function polyhomogeneous conormal to the boundary faces of XQ.

Proposition 5.6. For all R(X) in 4k(X) the pairing

R(u)(x, t) =- R(x,x', t - t')u(x', t')dx'dt'

defines a map from I(Y; x = 0) to itself.

PROOF: The integral in x' is well-defined by the compact support of u(x, t) in x and

the vanishing at x = 0. Let X2 be the direct product of four half lines R+ with

variables

X2 = {(X,x',tt- t't'); xx' > 0 t > t' > 0}

and define projection maps

2,R(X2) = (X,X',t - t'), 7r2,L(X2) = (x', t'), 72,c(X2) = (x, t)

The maps r2,R and r2,L give fibrations but r2,c does not. In order to use the theory

of b-fibrations as outlined in [15] the submanifold {t = t' = 0} in X2 will be blown

up to make the projection r2,c into a b-fibration. This will mess up the other two

projections, but they will still be sufficiently well-behaved for the composition of

their lifts to make sense on the blown-up space. Since the distributions in 4k(X) and

I(Y; x = 0) are defined as functions polyhomogeneous conormal to the boundary faces

of XQ and YQ, the origin {0}2 in X2 will be blown up parabolically in the direction

of sp(dt, dt'). and the lifts of these three origins to X2 will also be blown-up. The

subspaces of X2 defined by the three lifted origins are

ý, (10}) = (0,0,O0,t), •l 1((0, 0)) = (x,0,t,0), -r~((0, 0)) = (0,X', 0,0)

For the first two blow-ups set

X2 = [X2 ; {O}2, sp(dt, dt'); cl({t = t' = 0} \ {0}2)]

where sp(dt, dt') is the span in the co-sphere bundle of X2 at {0}2 of dt and dt' and

cl({t = t' = 0} \ {0}2) is the closure in [X2 ; {0}2, sp(dt, dt')] of the lift of the subspace

{t = t' = 0} in X2 with the origin removed. X2 has six boundary faces with boundary

defining functions (Po, x, s', ra, rL, Tcr) where po is the boundary defining function for



the blow up of the origin in X2 , TR of blow up of {t = t'= 0} and TL and TC of the

lifts of the temporal faces in Y and X. There is a map -y : X-+X2 such that

7*(x) = XPo, 7*(z') = z'po, y*(t - t') = rRTcPo and -y*(t') = -LrcPo

Define the blown-up space X 2 over X 2 by blowing up X' along the lifts of the three

origins in X and Y,

X2 = [X'; BL, sp(dTL); BR, sp(d-R); Bc, sp(dTc)]

where BL is the closure of the lift under 7- 1 of the lift of the origin in Y to X2 minus

the origin in X2 ,

BL = cl{- (7r2L((0, 0)) \ {0}3)} and likewise

Bc = cl{<- (i,((0, 0)) \ {0}3)}, BR = cl{-Y(1_'({0}) \ {0}3)}

where the order of the blow-ups is not important. X2 has boundary defining functions

(Po, PR, PLPL, iPR, PC, TR, TL, 7TC) where TR, TL, rC are the defining functions for the

lifts of the three temporal boundary faces, po for the blow-up O of the origin in X 2 ,

PR, PL for the lifts R and L of the two boundary faces corresponding to x and x'

and PL, PR, Pc the boundary defining functions for the blow-ups L, R? and C of the

submanifolds BL, BR and Bc. There is a map 2 : X2 -+-X2 such that

2(X) = POPRPRPC 2 (x') = POPLPLPR

(2 TL)TC L2 2 TRTC 2 -2 -2 2 TCP2 2
"r(t) L~cPoPLf4c fl2(t -t') = rpl2 2 p(t) = -

and blow down maps

7r2,R : X2-+Xq, 7r2,C X 2-+YQ, ir2,L X2-YQ

defined so that the following diagram commutes: The density bundle 2(X 2) lifts

under /32

2*(=(X2)) = 3*(dxdx'dtdt') = Pfc4 PfiRTc- (X2)

The lifts of the boundary defining functions on XQ and YQ are

2,R(P) = P~R~2,R(PAC) = PL#L *,R(PT) = TRTCRC Fr,R(pO) = POR

r2,L(P9) = PLO R 2,L() PT LTCC 2,L(PO) = POL

2,Cp(r) = PRR 2•,c(Pr) T= c 2,c(pO) = Po c



Where the asymmetry in the lifts of PT reflects the asymmetry of the blown-up man-

ifold. Although the projection fr2,R is not a b-fibration, this set of projection maps is

sufficient because the projection ir2,R will only be used to pull back functions to X2 .

In fact, if the operator kernels in 4k (X) were written as Schwartz kernels in t as well

as in x, ignoring the translation invariance, then there would be an extra temporal

variable in the blown-up space and this would give b-fibrations in all the factors.

Lifting a*(u)(YQ) with u(x, t) in i(Y, x = 0) to X 2 by the left projection map gives

r2,L(a* (u)) (XfC2) = (POPLfLR)"2T2,L (f(YQ))

where ir2,L(ii(YQ)) is smooth. For R(X) in ck(X),

W2,R(Q (R)) (X 2 ) = (iCPRTCTR) (POi R) 3k2,R(a(X 2))

with ir,R(a((2)) polyhomogeneous conormal to L and L. The lifts of these two

objects pair on X 2 to give

* (Q(X 2))i*r,R(R)2,L (u) = (popRRpLPcTcTRR)'ca(•(2)

With a(- 2) polyhomogeneous conormal to A? and L.

An element w(x, t) of I(Y; x = 0) lifts to X2 as

i4,c(a*(w))(±2) = (POfCPRkR)(?,Ci( YQ))

with '*,c(CV(YQ)) smooth, therefore by the push-forward theorem for polyhomoge-

neous conormal functions under b-fibrations given in [13], the density

,32*(f(X2))Tr2,R(R)Fr,L (u)

pushes forward under r2,C to a density

a* (Q (Y))a * (u) (YQ)

with u(x, t) in I(Y; x = 0). 0

Proposition 5.7. The composition of two operators with kernels R (X) in 4Dk (X),
for i = 1, 2 given by

loo 'tR, o R 2(x, x', t) = ] R1 (x, z, t - t')R2 (z, x', t')dt'dz
is an element o0 k+k (X).

is an element of jki +k2 (X).



PROOF: Again R1(X) and R 2(X) are compactly supported in x so the integral in z

is over a finite interval and well-defined by the vanishing to infinite order at x = 0.

Let X3 be the direct product of five copies of the half-line R+ ,

X 3 = {(x,x ',z, t - t',t');x, x',z > 0, t > t' > 0}

with three projection maps give by

7 3,R(X3) = (x, z, t'), r,(X3) = (X', z, t - t'), 3,c(X3) = (x, , t)

The construction of the composition space X3 for operators in 4*(X) is almost iden-

tical to the construction of X2, the main difference being that there is one extra

boundary face which makes it a little more complicated to write down.

X 3 is a five dimensional manifold with five boundary faces. The heat space X 3 will

be a five dimensional manifold with nine boundary faces. In order for X•3 to give a

b-fibration under the lift of 1r3,c the origin {0}3 in X 3 will be blown up parabolically,

as well as the submanifold t = t' = 0 and the lifts of the origin {0} in X under the

three projection maps:

3, ({ 0}) = (0,x', 0, t, 0), l rL ({0}) = (x, 0, 0, 0, t), ({}) = (0,0,z,0,0)

The blow up of {0}3 is done first, and then the blow-up of the sub-manifold {t = t'=

0}, so that the final result will be a b-fibration in the center projection. Define

X' = [X; {0}3, sp(dt, dt'); cl({t = t' 0} \ {0}3)]

with boundary defining functions (x, x', z, Po, TL, TR, 'rc). The three lifts of {0} C X

to X3 are disjoint and can be blown up in any order, and the heat space is

X3 = [X'; BR, sp(rR); BL, sp(TL); Bc, SP(Tc)

where the three submanifolds BL, BR and Bc are defined in a manner analogous to

the previous definition. There is a map 3 : X3-+X3 and boundary defining functions

(Po, PR, IL, C,PR,PL,PC,TR, TL, TC) on f3

such that the boundary defining functions on X3 lift by

/0*(z) = PoPcRPL, 03 (x) = PoPnORRC, 33(x') = POPLPL#C,

3(t') 7= TLCP Pc, )(t - t') = TRrCP2 , ý f(t) W= -co 2A
0L oR C,0 "'coL C,7-co03



Finally there are maps 3,. : X 3 --+XQ defined so that the following diagram is com-

mutative: The density Q(X 3 ) lifts under f3 by

3l(((X 3)) = /3(dxdx'dzdtdt') = P-5MLRc-Q(k3)

With coordinates on XQ given as before, the lift of boundary defining functions are

Fr,(P9q) = PRc, (P) = PcLI R(P) = Po, () = TRCc
*3*RP2 3,R(A =PC)) 'r3,R(PT) = -2R-f'

,L(Pft) = PcRR, 3,L(PP) = PJ'LC, 3,Lt(PO) = PO, L, ,L(PT) = TLCC

FrC(P9R) = PRPR, 1,c(Pz) = PLPL, *c(Po) = Po c 3,c(P) =Tc

If Ri(X) is in 4k1(X) and R 2 (X) is in 4k2(X) then

r3,R(3Q (R1))(X 3) = (-iCPRTRC) (Po 3k ,R((X))~* *(PPT•C PoR r3,R(oaR(XQ))

3,L,( (R2))(Q½) = (,cPckrLr'C)'(POpL)3IC ,L (L (XQ))

where I,R(aRR(XQ)) is polyhomogeneous conormal to L and 3,L(a•L(XQ)) polyho-

mogeneous conormal to L. The composition of these two operators on X3 with the

lifted density 33(Q(X 3)) is

(R))03, L(P/Z(R 2 ))G(X) = (3(ki+k2) (X )/3 (Q (X 3 ))*T,R( R (R1 , ()CPOkRPRTRTLTCY +' ).

Where -y(X3, Q) is a integrable density valued function polyhomogeneous conormal

to L and L. R3(X) in 4k3 (X) lifts under F3,c to a distribution on X 3

,c( (R))(A) = (P c (poc)3k3 F*,c)CC (ac(XQ))

where ifr,c(ac(Xq)) is a function polyhomogeneous conormal to L and L. The lift of

the density bundle on X to Xq is

f,(dxdx'dt) = Pef2(XQ)

therefore the push-forward to the composition under r#3,c

7,c,,{/3 (((X3))*,R(( (Rl())Ii,L (* (R2))(n½)} = (P,)oop+ 3(kl+k2)( 3 )

with a(X3) a function polyhomogeneous conormal to L and the push forward is an

element of 4kl+k2 (X). This completes the proof that composition in the calculus
V*(X) is well defined. 0



Proposition 5.8. There exists an operator S(X) in 4 3 (X; £tI) and an operator

T(X) in $' (X) such that

(Ot + H)E o (Id + S) o (Id + T)-' = 0

PROOF: t(Ot+H,)E(X) = R(X) with R(X) in &3 (X, p4). The asymptotic expansion

of R(X) at D0 can be iterated away, since it is in the calculus )*(X).

Rj(X) = Ro ... o R(X), Ri (X) E 4$k(X)

Let Id(X) in 1o(X) be the identity operator for the calculus D*(X). For E(X) acting

on I(Y; x = 0),

t(at + H.){Eo u}(Y) =u(Y) + Rou(Y), u E I(Y;x =0)

N N

t(Or + Hk)(E o {Id + E(-1)jRj}) = (Id + R)o (Id + E(-1)jRj)
j=1 j=0

N N

= Id + R + E(-1)jRj + E(-1)jRj + l = Id + (-1)NRN+1
j=O j=O

where RN+I(X) E 4$(N+1)3(X). Since , (Ri)(fC) -o O(p ) the series -•. /q(Ri)(Xq)

can be summed near D. Let S(X) be the push forward under /Q of this sum. Then

t(9t + HIk)(E o (Id - S))(X) = (Id - T)(X)

with T(X) in (i(X).

Since T(X) vanishes to infinite order at 0, it can be considered as a function defined

on X. T(X) vanishes to infinite order at t = 0 and x = 0 and is polyhomogeneous

conormal at x' = 0 and compactly supported in x, therefore for any r > 0 there exists

a constant C, and integers p and q such that p + q> 0 and

T(x, x', t) 5 CxP(x')q(1 + x)-1 (1 + x') - 1 for t < T.

Let K, = fo0 zP+q(1 + z)-2 dz and TJ(X) = T o ... o T j times and assume

Tj(x,x', t) < CxP (x')q( 1 + x)-1(1 + x') - 1 (Kt)-1 for t < r(j - 1)! -



t00
Tj +'(x,x',t) = To Tj(x,x',t) = J T(x,z,t- t')TJ(z,x',t')d'dz

Ito'C'j+1Xp(X')q(1 + X)-I (1 + X)-lzp+q (I +Z) -I (Klt)j - '
(K)tit () + ( z)U(1 z) dt'dz

< c•+•xP(x,),(1 + z)-'(1 + X')' (Krt)j
j!

for t < 7 therefore the Neumann series Z,0(-1)jTi(X) converges to an operator in

400(X), so for T(X) in P"(X) the inverse of the remainder (Id-T)(X) is well-defined

and the parametrix

E+ = (E+ - D - B) o (Id - S) o (Id - T)- 1'(x, x', t)

solves the forcing problem

t(O - 2 + 2)(E• o u)(x, t) = u(x, t),

where u(x, t) is a function that is in the positive domain D+ for fixed t. E_ (x, x', t)

is unique and is the Schwartz kernel for the initial value problem, so it is the heat

kernel for the positive extension of the variable coefficient operator HII. O

Since B(X) and D(X) are in h (X), the leading coefficient of E(X) at 0 is given

by the restriction to the parabolic octant Qp, of the kernel E+(X) for the constant

coefficient problem,

{po/*(E)(X) - po3*(E+)(X)}I 0o=o = 0

T(X) vanishes to infinite order at 0, so it does not effect the expansion there. Con-

sider the composition of S(X) with E(X). For any N in N with Ro(X) = Id(X)

N-1

S(X) ~po=o (-1)jRj(X) + SN(X), SN(X) E 3N(X)
j=O

Rj(X) is in o3P(X) so

-•(RI)(X) ~-,=o 0(S3(j- )

E o R (X) = j E(x, z, t - t')R (z, x', t')dzdt'

tp(k o R()(X) = s31 (E) o 0 (Rj)(X) ~,=0_t O -
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Since Ps lifts under fQ as a scaling in po,

0( o S)(X) = p 1 ( X)

with a((X) a' function polyhomogeneous conormal to the boundary faces of X and

smooth in po. This gives the expansion of ,*(E_)(X) at D. The expansions at 91

and £ are given by inclusion in the domain D+. This completes the proof of theorem

5.1. E



6. THE HEAT KERNEL FOR THE VARIABLE COEFFICIENT OPERATOR WITH

GENERAL SELF-ADJOINT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Theorem 6.1. Denote by E (x, x', t) the heat kernel for the self-adjoint extension

of the operator

H= - + K(x)X 2

with domain De for 0 +. E;(x, x', t) is in De in x and x' and for any N in N

when 0 < v < 1,

22*(E')(X) = p×p(p p1 x C"(X) E phg(X)

N-1

Er(X) Er'(X)+ E'3' (X) + R rN(X) E 2(X )

j=1

E9) (X in42vj+2X Wt 1-2vj NX in,2N+

Ep'3 (X) in +(X) with p j *(E;' )(X) smooth in p, and R' (X) in +2(X)

For v = 0,
N-1"- c,N

E;(X) = Er(X) + E E'j (X) + R (X) E ( 2 (X)
j=1

Ee"'(X) = 9F-(ln-j(Ce(( - iO)) *t Rj(X) with RJ(X) in 42 (X) and /*(R )(X)

smooth in pD and R'N'(X) in 462+N(x) defined in 2.2.

PRooF: The construction of the heat kernel Eq(x, x', t) for E # + boundary condi-

tions for the variable coefficient operator HE is by modifying the positive heat kernel

EK (x, x', t).

Proposition 6.2. Let F(h)(x,t) be the solution to the signaling problem for H, with

h(t) smooth and supported on the positive half line and

F(h)(x, t) ~x=o h(t)o_(x) + O(xv+i)

Then

F(h) (x, t) = 2vh(t) *t N'E+ (x, t) 0 < v < 1
h(t) *t N'E+ (x,t) v = 0

where N'E_ (x, t) = {(x')- v- Er (x, x', t) }1=o
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PROOF: The proof is analogous to the proof in the constant coefficient case with

0-(x) replaced by the function
I -V++! (X) 0 < ( < 1

_ (x) E Co(R \0) V_(x) =)
x ln(x)w'(x) v = 0

and using the heat kernel E_ (x, x', t) for the variable coefficient problem. The cross

terms in the construction of F(h)(x, t) give only the leading term of E' (x, x', t) since

all other terms vanish at the boundary. D

Proposition 6.3. There is a pseudo-differential operator with convolution kernel

K~ (t) that takes boundary data functions for positive solutions of the variable co-

efficient operator Hk to boundary data functions for e # + solutions and supported

on t > 0. For 0 < v < 1 let K"(t) be the convolution kernel taking positive boundary

data functions to negative ones, then
00

Kg(t) ~t=o E +/2+v-1E
j=0

N-1

KO (t) = (-O) *t Kr'j (t) + (-E) NK s'N *t K; (t)
j=0

for any positive integer N with Ku j (t) = K' *t " *t K'(t) convolution of K (t) with

itself j times. For v = 0,
OO

KG(t) -t=o Ke(t) + E Lj (t)
j=1

oo

a(L)(() (C) In-j-1(Ce( - iO)) E ljk(C)
k=0

lik(s) = -j/2-k/21jk(C) for s > 0

PROOF: A map can be found from the negative data h(t) of F(h)(x, t) to the corre-

sponding positive data by making sense of the restriction of F(h)(x, t) by N+ defined

in 3.2. For e > 0 let -y,(t) be a cut-off function with y,(t) = 1 for t > e and vanishing

to infinite order at t = 0. Let h(t) be a smooth function that vanishes to infinite

order at t = 0. The restriction of the positive heat kernel N'Ei (x, t) for the variable

coefficient operator is smooth in t away from the corner x = t = 0, so

7, -N'E' *t h(x, t) = h(t - t')y,(t')N'Er (x, t')dt'+ 0+



is the convolution of two smooth functions and

limr " N+E' *t h(x, t)
E-+0

has positive boundary data. For t > 0 the kernel mapping negative boundary data

functions to positive ones is

G'(t) = 2v lim{(xx')-"-½, (t)E' (x,z ' t)'} =,,=0

e-+0

By Theorem 5.1, pDj*(E')(X) is smooth in p, and

G(s 2t) = S-28- 12v lim{ (xx')-< - Es2t)pS (E')(x, x', t)} x,x'=0o
E-+O

therefore t"+lGt(t) is smooth in t½ and supported on [0, c00). The leading term of

3*(E$)(X) at 0 is the same as that 3*(E+)(X), so

{tu'l(G'(t) - G(t))}It=o = 0

and GK(t) is the kernel of an polyhomogeneous elliptic pseudo-differential operator

supported on the positive real line with symbol denoted by a(GK)(()

00

(G)() E p()jj=0
with pj(s() = s'-1-j/2py((),

and principle symbol given by 3.5,

ln(ý - i0)c-71
for 0 < v <1

for v = 0

For 0 < < 1,

a(G')(()/p(() = 1 + R(()
0O

R() ~ r• (),
j=1

r (s8) = S-j/2rj(0 for s > 0

the Neumann series for R(() converges and

OO

(K")(() (- i0)-"{1 + Z(-1)JRJ(()}
j=O

is the symbol of the pseudo-differential operator that maps positive boundary data

functions to negative boundary data functions.

j > 0

p0(A) = p() = (G)(() =



If w(x, t) is a solution to the self-adjoint extension of H, on the domain De for

E # + boundary conditions there is a boundary defining function h(t) for w(x, t)

given by

NEr (x', t) = f {x-E(xx ', t)}lx=o for 0 < v < 1
{x-V/ln(x)Eo(x,x',t)}|x=o for v= 0

h(t) = N;( )(t) = NE (x', t) (x')dx'.

Solving to correct the boundary data leads to the same set of equations as in the

constant coefficient case. The map from positive boundary data to 0 boundary data

with convolution kernel KE (t) is the inverse of the elliptic pseudo-differential operator

with kernel G'(t) + 06(t) supported on t > 0. For 0 < v < 1

(K) = (G) - )-1

satisfies the same recursive relations as when K(x) r is a constant. For v = 0

(a(Ga)(() + 0)/ In(Ce(( - iO)) = 1 + R(()/ In(Ce(( - iO))

R(E) ~ r), rj(s() = S-j/2r() s> 0
j=1

00

a(g)(() ln- (Ce( - iO)) + E ln-k-'(Ce((- iO))Rk()
k=1

For 0 < v < 1, the difference between the positive and negative heat kernels for

the variable coefficient operator H. is

E (x,x',t) - E! (x,x',t) = 2vN'E+" (x,t) *t K'(t) *t NE+ (x',t)

S*(N'E+'(x, t) *t K'(t) *t NEr (x', t))

s-1 N'E" (x, t) *t Kr" (t) *t NE+ (x', t) + O (1)

so f*(Er)(X) has an integer expansion at 0 with leading term of order -1. Since

0*(NE_)(p%, pD, pr) vanishes to infinite order at T, 0*(E_)(X) has an expansion at

D like that of P*(E+')) (X) and vanishes to infinite order at T. The expansion at 2

and 9t is given by inclusion in the negative domain. For ( # =±,

E8 (x, x', t) = E (x, x', t) + OK (t) *t {E' (x, x', t) - E+ (x, x', t)}



S(K (t) *t { EI (x, x',t) - E (x, x',t)})

= K'(t)*t {E(x, x', t) - E_(x, x',t)} + O(s)

,3*(E_)(X) /3*(E+)(X) vanishes to infinite order at T and 0, so E(x, x',t) has

leading term at the front face 0 equal to that of El (x, z', t) and the same expansion

as E (x, z', t) at the faces T and 0 and is in De in x and z', the domain of the

self-adjoint extension with 0 boundary conditions. The terms in the decomposition

of E' (X) are given by

(-,)jKr'*, {E(xx',t) - E±(x,x',t)}

When v = 0,

Ee(x, x', t) - E+(x, x', t) = N'E+ (x, t) *t Kr(t) *t NE' (x', t)

i3*(N'E_ *t K; *t NE_)(X) vanishes to infinite order at T and D so 0*(E,)(X)

vanishes to infinite order at T, has an expansion like 3*(E+)(X) at 0 and boundary

expansion at 2 and 91 given by the lift of the 8 boundary conditions. The terms in

the decomposition of Er (X) are given by

N'E+ *t L'e *t NE (x,x',t)



7. SELF-ADJOINT EXTENSIONS OF THE LAPLACIAN ON METRIC CONES WITH

CONSTANT CROSS-SECTIONAL METRIC

I denote by C(N) the m = n + 1 dimensional manifold with boundary Nx R+

(x, r), for N an n dimensional compact manifold without boundary, with metric on

C(N) given by

dr2 + r-2 g(r)

for g(r) a smooth family of metrics on N. In this section I will take g(r) = g constant

in r. The hodge star on the k-forms wk(r) and dr A wk-1(r) for this metric is

*wk(r) = rn-2kdr A *Wk(r), *(dr A wkl(r)) = r n-2k+2 Wk-(r).

A tilde will denote the operator restricted to the cross sectional manifold N. In [6]

the Laplacian Ak on k-forms on the metric cone C(N) with dim N = n is shown to

be

A(h(r)q + f(r)dr A O) =

(-h"(r) - (n - 2k)r-1 h'(r)) - r, 2h(r)/ ¢ - 2r-3h(r)dr A 6J0

+ (-f"(r) - (n - 2k + 2)r-lf'(r) + (n - 2k + 2)r-2f(r))dr A 0

+ r- 2f(r)dr A A¢ - 2r-lf(r)dO

Following [8], define the map

?Pk : Co00((07,i), Ak(N) x Ak-1(N))-+Ak(CE(N))

(wk, Wk-1) -+ rk- 7r*wk(r) + rk- 1 r* wk-l(r) A dr

with 7r : C(N)-+N the projection map. /k is a unitary transformation and the L 2

measure of the rescaled k-forms on C(N) is

IIrk- Wkil = J Wk(r) A wk(r)drN

Iirk- 21k 112 f Wk-l(r) A *Wk-1(r)dr10N
Since N is compact, the integriblity of the k-forms depends on that of wk(r) and

Wk-1 (r) in the radial variable r. The Lapalcain on C(N) with constant cross sectional

metric g can be written
A

HA = + A
r
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A=4A + (k _ 1)2 1 -2d
A - 2c

-26 A + (k - M + 1)2

with A acting on C"(N, Ak Ak-1). There is an orthogonal basis of C'(N, Ak (A k- l)

given by eigen forms { k} for A with eigen values {fr}.

Proposition 7.1. HA is symmetric on C0 (C(N),Ak).

PROOF: If u(r, x) is in Co(C(N), Ak) then

HA(u)(r, x) = 0()( x) - r2A(u)(r, x)

is in Co'(C(N), Ak) and integration by parts is valid. For v(r, x) in Co(C(N), Ak)

fNHA U) (, ) A v (r, x)dr =

lim {Or(u)(r,x) A ýv(r,x) - u(r,x) A arv(r,x)}
r---O JN

+ IN u(r,x) A HA(v)(r, x)dr

and the cross term vanishes in the limit since u(r, x) and v(r, x) and vanish at the

boundary to infinite order. l

The various self-adjoint extensions of HA on differential k-forms on the cone C(N)

are extensions of the operator defined on Co'(C(N), Ak). Self-adjoint extensions are

fixed by the choice of harmonic forms included in the domain.

Proposition 7.2. Let {1i(x)} in £ 2(N, Ak (Ak-1) be a basis of eigen forms for A on

N with values in the form bundle Ak ( Ak- 1 and eigenvalues Ai (x) = ir4 '(x). Each

ý/ (x) corresponds to a generalized harmonic form r 2+('i)i)j(x) for HA in 2 (C0(N), Ak)

with v(rj) > 0 a real valued function of ni.

If k - y < 2 then for A with small eigen values there is a finite set {4'i}! of eigen

k-forms for A with 0 < v(as) < 1 that correspond to pairs of positive and negative

generalized harmonic k-forms for HA.

PROOF: Using the matrix form of the operator A, computing the harmonic k-forms

is messy but straightforward. Since the cross-sectional manifold N is compact, the

k-forms on N with the metric g can be divided into spaces of closed, co-closed and
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harmonic forms which form an orthonormal basis for £2(N, Ak Ak-1). A generalized

harmonic k-forms on C(N) can be written

u = r'( + dr A P)

where (¢, V) in (Ak(N), Ak-(N)) are eigen forms for A on N with eigen values p > 0.

For p > 0 the harmonic forms can be classified into four types:

±1) u± = r21 (L)

±2) u± = r+*2 dr A V)

±3) u± = r1±"()(dV + c+(p)dr A 4)
±4) u± = r+4(~) (dV + c_(p)dr A 4)

m
c±(p) = (k - -r)2

4 -= 0 vi(g) = Vt- + (k -M - 1)22

d4'=0 v2(p)= - + (k - + 1)2

60=0 v3(p)= i + (k -) 2 +1

JO = 0 v4(p) = Vp + (k - M)2 - 11

± + (k --!)ý 2
2

If vi (lu) = 0 there is a negative solution with leading term equal to r ln(r). When

AO =AO = 0 the matrix A is diagonal,

1 m(k - -2
m 2

A = ((k - 1)2
2 +1) 2 1)4

and there are only solutions of types ±1) and ±2) with

The harmonic k forms fall into three ranges:

+1) du and 6u are in C£2(C(N), Ak)

-1) u is in £2(C(N),Ak) but du and 5u are not if

0< p+(k- - 1)2<
2

+2) du and 6u are in £2(C(N), Ak)

-2) u is in £2(C(N), Ak, but du and 6u are not if
m

0< I+ (k- + 1)2 <1
2

+3) du and 6u are in C£2(C(N), Ak)

-3) u is never in £2 (C(N), Ak)

+4) du and 6u are in C£2(C(N), Ak)

-4) u is in £2(C(N),Ak) but du and Su are not if

0_< +(k-2)2<42

mvi(0) = Ilk - 111,2
mvý2(o) = Ilk - M + 1l|.2



The following is a list of possible generalized negative harmonic eigen forms for the

operator HA on C" (C(N), Ak) by form dimension k with respect to the dimension

m of the cone C(N).

k = 4 r-A4 ()(d + c (p )dr2

r2 ln(r)(d4 + c (p)dr
r 1 rI-"(4•)

2 2

r1+V4 (A)(dg- + c ( )dr
2 riJv2(I)dr A 4'k= m +1 rIn(r)d

2
S-(V4 )(d) + c- (4)dr

k I r2 In(r)dr AO0
r 2-V2 j) dr A
r2-" (dO + c- (p)dr

km +3

2 2k__m -3
2 2

0

r 2-1 -(IL)q

r4-"4(A)(d4 + c (p)dr

drA 0
r -2() dr A

r2-4 )(do + c_(M)dr

A4) 0<
A4) p -=

0 <
A4) 0 <

0 <
A) 0 <

p=

0<

Ai) 0<
p =

0<

A4) 0<

p=

0<

A4) 0<

p=

0<

A4) 0<

Let {f JiPI be the pairs of orthonormal eigen k-form with eigenvalues {fi }i for

A acting on £C2 (N, Ak Ak-1) with 0 < v(ri) < 1. For y(r) a cut off function with

-y(r) = 1 near r = 0 define the set of compactly supported functions for i E (1, ... , p)

)+(r) 4'(.)= r2i-"4i(x)~7(r) for 0 < uvi < 1
Sr= • n(r) (x()(r) for v() = 0(rx)[r! ln(r)ýO(x)-y(r) for vi = 0

Definition 7.1.

D = {u(r,x) E £2 (C(N),Ak) 3{u} Un E 0E (C(N),Ak) such that un 4 u}

Dax =f {u(r,x) E £2(C(N),Ak) :< u, HAv> • OCf vIL2

for all v(x) E Co'(C(N),Ak)}

p <

1

/<

p[<
<

p <

0

p/ <

p <
0

p <

A <

0

p<

p<

0

p <

p <



Proposition 7.3. If u(r, x) is in D'a then

u(r, x) = 'u'(r, x) + u"(r, x)

with u" (r, x) in Dm- and

P

u'(r, x) = Z{Eu- (r, x) + uT~b(r, x)},
k=1

u E R

PROOF: Let ri(u)(r, x) be projection onto the ith eigenspace for A, then

( 2 -r 2A)ri(u)(r,x) = (' 2 -r 2Ki)i (u)(r, X)

i (u) (r, x) is in De in r and the proof reduces to the 1 dimensional case treated in

Theorem 1.2. M

Proposition 7.4. If u(r, x) and v(r, x) are in Dmax then

< HAu,v > - < u,HAv> =

PROOF: Since u(r, x) and v(r, x) are in Dax,

u (r, x) = u'(r, x) + u"(r, x),

with u"(r, x) and v"(r, x) in D•i and

p

u'(r, x) = Z b (r, x) + u• (r, x)
i=1

v( r, x) = v'(r, x) + v"(r, x)

p

v'(r, x) = Zvýb (r, x) + vpb (r, x)

< HAU, v > - < U, HAV >

= lim {1 (u) (r, x) A v (r, x) - u(r, x) A ;07(v) (r, x)}
r-+= m N

= lim {r (u') (r, x) A ; v'(r, X) - u' (r, x) A ;0, (v') (r, x)}
r--+O N

=lim
r-+O

Z{ar(u+o +(r, x) + uyO (r, x)) A 7 (vt+ (r, x) + v'i ,- (r, x))
i=-1

- (u~ t (r, x) + uT'¢ (r, x)) A oa (vjt¢(r, x) + v;X)(r, x))}
pP

=z cifu- v; - u-vt}
i= 1

p

Zct(utv V U-uyvfl C:
2vi

1



by restriction to the ith eigen space of A and Theorem 1.3. Oi

Definition 7.2. Let Sk be the 2 pk dimensional vector space spanned by the set of

vectors {'}~- .P with -(r, x) in L2 (C(N), Ak), with bilinear form Wk(., .)on Sk given

by
Wk-Wk, •) = -W(?/,?t) =ci Wk ,+) = Wk (V) -, V) Wk( (V), 0) =0

Let Gk be the Grassmannian of Lagrangian pk-planes in Sk, the manifold of all Pk-

planes on which the form w'k(-, ) vanishes. A point 1 in G, is a set of pk linearly

independent vectors in Sk

p p
F = {E{aa+ (r,x) + a-a)-(r,x)},... ,Z{ai++(r,x) + a-(r,x)}} a' E R

i=1 i=1

Proposition 7.5. A point r in Gk can be represented as a matrix with diagonal

entries bij4- (r, x) + oii (r, x) and off diagonal entries Eij~4 + (r, x) with bij, Eij E R,

b (rI)- l+(r, x) + . b,; (r, ) + , x (r,) z02 ( V )2+ (r,+( x) ... eO2+ (r, x)

E • 1 bp(rx)..bpO(rx)+Epop+(,x

such that either bi = 1 or bi = 0, in which case Oi = 1 and Oij = 0 for i 0 j. The

rows of F are vectors in Sk pairwise orthogonal with respect to Wk(', ").

PROOF: 1 can be represented as a matrix with each column a basis vector for F. The

pk-plane 1 is preserved under column reduction of this matrix, bringing it into the

above form by reduction on the negative elements 0i (r, x). By scaling of the basis

vectors, bii = 1 or 0.

The vanishing of the bilinear form wk(., .) on F means that for (i,j) E (1,... ,p)

P P
w(bjjV$' + Y E bkiVg,3b + E),jV) = cibi)i,j + cjbjcji , cc : 0

k=1 1=1

If bi = 0 for some i, assume that bi = 0 for i E (1, ... , m), 1 < m < p and bi = 1 for

i E (m + 1, ... p). Then the vanishing of w shows that for j E (m + 1,... , p), 8j, = 0



and F has the form

6 im• • (r, X)

... emmob'(rX))

O a (p- m) x m matrix of zeros, so by column reduction preserving the p-plane,

Oii = 1 and Oij = 0 for i : j. El

Definition 7.3. For F = (F1 , -- , Fr,) E Gk, Fi vectors in Sk, let Dm be the space of

functions 0(r, x) in Dmax with

(r, x) = {€¢ (r, x) + q$4[(r, x)} + v(r, x),
k=1

near r = 0 such that

p

•k(•Eft + - Fj) = 0,
k=1

all jE (1, -- ,p)

Theorem 7.6. The set of self-adjoint boundary conditions for HA is isomorphic to

the Grassmannian Gk of Lagrangian pk-planes in Sk.

PROOF: Each point F in Gk determines a unique domain Dm. If u(r, x) and v(r, x)

are in Dmax then by Prop. 7.3

u(x) = u'(x) + u"(x)

u"(x), v"(x) E Dmin,

v(x) = v'(x) + v"(x)

u'(x), v'(x) E Sk

w (u', v') = < HAu, v > - < u, HAv >

therefore each D' represents the domain of a self-adjoint extension of the operator

HA.O

The diagonal matrices

and r = {10-,-- -0}

fix the domains Dm of the positive and negative extensions of HA, respectively.

Theorem 7.7. Let Er(r, r', x, x', t) be the heat kernel for HA with domain Dm.

and Er(r, r', X, x', 0) = 5(r,x) (r', x')

v(r, x) c Dmin

r+ = {lo, ... o+}

(Ot - 0 + r -A) Er (r, r', x, x', t) = 0

(e110+(r, z)

me(E1+(r, x)
B)



Er(r, r', x,x', t) is smooth in the interior of X•m and symmetric in (r,x) and (r', x')

and for t > 0, Er(r, r', x, x', t) is in DP in (r, x) and (r',x') up to r = r' = 0.

PROOF: The proof follows from the Spectral Theorem 1.6. 0

Definition 7.4. Let p, for s E (0, oc) be the 1-parameter family of scalings on X

kt(r, r', x,Ix', t) = (sr, sr', x, I', s 2t)

Lemma 7.8. The positive heat kernel E+(r, r', x, x', t) is invariant under ps,

p*(E+)(r, r', x, x', t) = s-'E+(r, r', x, x', t)

PROOF: For A constant in r, HA is invariant under ps. If 0(r, x) is in D', the

domain of the positive extension, then 0(r, x) = 0'(r, x) + 0"(r, x) with 0"(r, x) in

Drn invariant under p, and

p

'(r, x) = Z rv +,1 Vi(x)7(r), /i ER
j= 1

with no relations on the q's. -y(sr) = 7(r) = 1 near r = 0 so

p

[t/')r x) -,=o S 0jv~v+1jx-~r
j=1

satisfies the g+ boundary conditions, and * (¢)(r, x) is in Dm and the degree of the

scaling is by reduction to the one dimensional case treated in Prop. 1.9. E



8. HEAT KERNELS ON THE METRIC CONES WITH GENERAL SELF-ADJOINT

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

In the following discussion the subscripts referring to the form dimension k will be

suppressed. The heat space for HA is a 2m+ 1 dimensional manifold N x N x [0, 00) =

X m . The heat kernel for self-adjoint extensions of HA will be described on the blown

up space Xm constructed as before by first blowing up parabolically in the t variable

along the diagonal at time zero,

A = {(r, r,x,x, 0) e Xm : x e N,r E R+ }

then blowing up parabolically in the t variable the sub-manifold corresponding to the

boundary of C(N)

N x N = {(0, 0, x,x ', 0) E X' : x,x' e N}.

Define the parabolic quadrant and the parabolic half-sphere defined in 2.1

Q = {(O, x,x') E R • E Qp, x E N}

Sm= {w = (wo,w') E Rm+ :w E R±,w E R}

and denote by X' the parabolic blow up of the heat space X m for HA at the boundary

face N x N. Define

X = [Xm \ N x N] U [Qm].

This blow-up is independent of the cross-sectional variables x and x'. The final blown-

up space •f(m is constructed by blowing up X" along the lift Am of the diagonal in

X m to XM

X = [X \ m] U [Sm X Rm ].

fm has five boundary faces, the left and right faces 2 and 9% corresponding under

this blow-up to the faces x = 0 and x' = 0, a front face D and a diagonal face V

corresponding to the blow-ups of the boundary N x N and the diagonal face Am and

a temporal face T corresponding to t = 0 away from the blown-up faces.

There is a blow-down map 3: fm--+X that is an isomorphism on the interiors of

these spaces. Let pa be a boundary defining function on xm for the face 3. Coordinate

functions can be chosen to satisfy

,3*(xi) = xi, 0*(x') = xI /3*(r) = pjpD, 0*(r') = pepD, f3*(t) = p2p2



Definition 8.1. For k in N let tJk(Xy) be the space of distributions R(X m ) on X m

such that 3*(R)( (X) is a function conormal to the boundary faces of Xm with an

integer expansion at 0 with leading power -mn, vanishing to infinite order at T, and

with leading term of order k - 3 at D.

Let Týk(Xm) be the space of distributions R(Basem ) in 1k(Xm) such that 3*(R)(Xm

vanishes to infinite order at T and D. Let "h(Xm) k(Xm) and ' hg(Xm) C
Dk(Xm) be distributions that lift to X m to have classical polyhomogeneous conormal

expansions at the boundary faces of Xm.

Theorem 8.1. E±(X) is in (hg(Xm) and is in Dm defined in 7.3 in (r,x) and

(r', x') and /* (E+)(Xm) is homogeneous in pD of degree -1.

PROOF: the method of proof is identical to the one dimensional case for Theorem 2.2

so I will omit the details here. The parabolic scaling y, on X m lifts under f to X m

as a scaling in pD, therefore the homogeneity of E+(X m ) under p, shows that

3*(E+)(Xm) -_ pl,3*(E+)(Qm)

For t > 0, by the Spectral Theorem 1.6, E+(X m ) is in Dm in (r,x) and (r',x') up to

the corner r = r' = 0, and by scaling in pD this is valid up to the front face 0 away

from the lift of t = 0. There is a map a : Xm -+Xm r,>E with coordinates (y, x, x', p, s)

that is an isomorphism for e > 0 and satisfying

With these coordinates the operator Ot + HA lifts to

*(Oe + HA) = P - s -2 + -2A}

and the initial condition for E+ (X m) lifts to

13 (E+ (r, r', x, x', 0)) = p- 6 y,x (y', x')

a construction analogous to the one used in the one dimensional case shows that the

expansion of 3*(E+)(X m ) at the diagonal face D is in the same powers as that of the

lift to X m of the kernel of an operator with a smooth perturbation, and that E+ (X m )

vanishes to infinite order at the temporal face t = 0 away from the diagonal. By

homogeneity, this expansion is valid up to the front face D. f
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Theorem 8.2. The heat kernel Er(Xm ) for the extension of HA with domain Dm

defined in 7.3 is in p2(Xm) and in Dm in (r, x) and (r',x'). Let {vi}P_ be the set of

values given by 7.2 for which negative solutions are in '2 (C(N), Ak). If bii = 0 for

iE (1,.. ,q) then

P
Er(Xm )= E+(X m ) + E Ei(Xm) E D2 (Xm)

j,i=q+1

with 3* (Erj ) (Xm) vanishes to infinite order at T and ~D and satisfying
Erij(XM)~ (-4viq-vjq-2X

vi, vi A 0 E- (X m) E hg (X)

vi= 0, V, # 0 Ej (Xm) E jv+2 (Xm)

vi = = 0 Er (X m ) E ( 2 (Xm)

PROOF: The theorem is proved by modifying the boundary behavior of the heat

kernel E+(X m) for the domain Dm. The construction of the heat kernel E_ (X m)

for the self-adjoint extension of HA defined on Dm' defined in 7.3 is analogous to the

one dimensional case, via the decomposition of the heat kernels into eigen spaces

for A acting on C'(N, Ak Ak-1). For each i E (1,... ,p) there is a distribution

NE+ (r',x', t) on N x [0, 00)2 defined by

NE (r', x', t) = {r-'- J E+(r, r', x, x', t) 4i(x)dx} r=o

and similarly for N'E (r, x, t). Let u(r, x, t) be a solution to the heat equation 9t +HA

with DT boundary data and initial data

u(r,x, O)= (r,x) E C6`(C(N), Ak).

Boundary data functions f (t) for u(r, x, t) can be defined by setting

ff(t) = NE (r', x', t)¢(r', x')dx'dr'.A()=1000N

Let {hi(t)}~=1 be a set of smooth functions on R+ vanishing to infinite order at t = 0.

We construct a solution to t - HA with boundary data PI hi(t)' (r, x) Applying

the heat operator gives the error term
p p

(9 - a2 + r-2A) hi(t) O-(r, x) = Z{thi(t) 0-(r, x) + hi(t)HA (r, x)}.
i=1 i=1

This is removed by subtracting off the term

•j JE+ (r, r',x, x', t - t') {a thi (t') / '(r', x') + hi (t')HAVI- (r', x') }dx'dr'dt'.
i1 0 N



For each i, integration by parts in the t variable gives

h (t)' (r,x) + hi(t) *t {H'(E+)(ýb ) (r,x,t) + E+(H' ( b))(r,x,t)}

where as before the prime on the operator HA4 means that it acts on the primed

variables. For fixed i e (1, ... p),

S H (E) (,',,x, t (r', x') + E+(r, r',x, x', t)H'4( (r',

= limEO IN {Ir,E+(r', x,xX', t) V)- (r', x') + E+(r, r', x, x', t) ar, V- (r', x')}dx'

= ci N'E (r,x, t)

with ci defined by 7.2. This gives a set of p independent convolution equations that are

equivalent to those from the one dimensional case, and there is a map Ki (fi) (t)-+hi(t)

for each i that is a convolution operator in t given by the kernels

{ cit" - I if 0 < vi < 1
K(t) .F-'((In(( - iO))- 1)(t) if vi = 0

therefore the heat kernel for the extension of HA with domain D_ is

p

E_(r, r',x, x',.t) = E+(r, r', x, x', t) + ciN'E+(r, x, t) *t Ki(t) *t NE (r',x', t).
i=1

Similar maps are used to construct the heat kernel for general self-adjoint extensions

of HA fixed by the boundary condition F. Let w(r,x, t) be a solution to the heat

equation for the self-adjoint extension of HA on the domain D' with initial data

(r, x) in c,(C (N), Ak). Boundary data functions for w(r, x, t) are defined by setting

NEr (r', x', t) = {r"'i IN Er(r, r', x, x', t) (x')dx'} r=0

hi (t) = J NE (r', x', t) (r', x')dr'dx'.

The solution w(r, x, t) will be constructed by adding the purely negative initial data

of w(r, x, t),
pP

S bi hi (t)4 (r, x)
i=1

for hi(t) smooth functions on R+ vanishing to infinite order at the boundary t = 0,

to the solution u(r, x, t) for the positive extension with the same initial data and



adjusting the positive boundary data to equal that of w(r, x, t)

P PJ hi(t)J:0ij.¢;(r,x).
i=1 j=1

Theorem 8.3. There is a matrix {K. (t)} of convolution kernels in t that maps the

boundary data functions fi(t) for u(r,x, t) to the boundary data functions hi(t) of

w(r,x, t). For bii = 0,

Kr6(t ) =  (t) if i = j
t 0 if i$j

For bii = 1, if vi

1 < q < p then

= 0 for all i E (1, ... ,q) and vi 0 all i E (q + 1,... ,p) for

I ~tvi-)Kr"(t) = {t '- + o(tri- 1)e,, (t) + o(t-1)

t Vi+vj-1 + o(t"<+"j-1)

Kr (t) = t'- *te,(t) ,o(ti)w+ i + (/v-,i•)
Te, (M) *t Te, (t) + o(t-1 )

with Te ,(t) = T-1(1/ln(Ce(( - iO))).

PROOF: If bsi = 0 for some i then fi(t) = h1(t), by the diagonalization of F. Assume

that bij = 1 for all i. Solving the signaling problem for each i gives the term

f lo IN E+ (r, r', x, x', t - t') { thi (t') O- (r', x') + hi(t) HA (, ) (r', x') }dx'dr'dt'

= hi(t)0-b(r,x) + hi(t) *t 2vmN'E(r,x,t)

The positive data for the solution to the signaling problem with negative boundary

data {hi(t),..., hp,(t)} is

{G 1(t) *t hi(t),... , Gp(t) *t hp(t)}.

Where by Prop. 3.5

Sc r(v)e irv/2(( + io)yiIln(( - iO)

if i (1,.
if i E (1,.

S ,q)

Sq)

0 < V < 1

V = 0

i,lj (1,- -. ., q)

i (1,...- ,q), je (1,... ,q)
i,Eje (1,---,q)



Adding this to u(r, x, t) and correcting the positive boundary data to match that of

F gives a set of convolution equations,

p

fi(t) = Gi(t) *t hi(t) + E ijhi(t).
j=1

Let fi (t) denote the Fourier transform of fi(t). Taking

above equations leads to the matrix equation

f2()Lp(i
'F(G1 )(() + 8 11

e21

"---

Opi

the Fourier transforms of the

+12
T(G2) (0) + 822

Denote this matrix by F(() and let Fij(() be the ijth minor of F((),

obtained by deleting the ith row and the jth column of F(C).

Lemma 8.4. Let B(l1 ,... , lq) for (11, .. , lq) E (1, - --.. ,p) be the matrix

replacing the ljth column of the identity matrix with the column (01 1,..

1 < j < q. Then

IB(117... , Ilq)iji = 0

B(i) = B(i)ij = B(i)jj = E

the matrix

obtained by

* , Opej) for

PROOF: If i is not in the set (j, l, --. , lq) then the column of B(l1 ,... , lq)i,j corre-

sponding to the ith column of the identity matrix is all zeros, so the determinate is

zero. O

Let P, be the set of sets of q elements from (1,..- , p). With the simplification

bij # 0 for all i E (1,... ,p), the determinate IFI() of the matrix F(C) can be written

p p

IF(() = JF(Gk)()+ZE 11 j F(Gk)(O + +
. k=1 IEPI k=l,kol

lB(1 ,.. . , lq)
(Li. ,,1q)EPq

P
]I 'r(Gk)(0 + . + J*~j 1 (i8.1)

k=1,kg(1(1,--- ,1q)

for i (j, 117, - .. ,l q)

ii for i,j E (1, ..- ,p)

... Eojp 1(h )
.. .82p 2•h()

• .* (G,)(() + Op, ýhp(()



Let P, be the set of sets of q elements from (1,..- , ,... ,p). Then for all i,j,
P

Fij () =
k=l,k j

(Gk)()+ ±:
IEPj

E
(l ,... ,Iq)Epiq

Y(Gk) () + -. + I{}j Iii (8.2)

For i j with Pqi the set of sets of q elements in (1,... ,,...,i,...,p)

SFij I( - ii H F(Gk)(0) + IB(i, l)jI
k=1,ko(ij) Iepi,J

k kIk=1,k0.(i,j,I)
F(Gk)()

+ - + I{ ij} (8.3)

Proposition 8.5. IFI(() is the symbol of an elliptic pseudo-differential operator with

principal symbol

up(IFt)(I) = C(v)( - iO) E=1 "k

C(u) a constant depending on v = {v1,... ,up}.

that ui =Ofor i E (1,... ,q) with 1 < q < p. Then

op(IFI)(C) = C(u)IAI((C)(C -iO) E +1 V

where A(() is the q x q matrix(n(Ce - iO))
A(() =

E8qi

• 6 1 i,q

... ln(Ceoqq (C - iO))
with diagonal entries ln(Ce1 , (( - iO)) and off diagonal entries Eij.

PROOF: If i # 0 for 1 < i < p then by 8.1 !FI(C) is a polynomial in C of degree

-=1 vi > 0, so there are constants C and C' such that

IIFI(()I > C'(()' for I(l > C.

If vi = 0 for 1 < i < q then

F(Gi)(C) = ln(Ceo(( - iO))

and IAI(() is a polynomial in In(( - iO), so there exist constants C and C' such that

JJIIAl((()I > C' for. I(I > C.

v~i 0 1 < i < p

If vi = 0 for some i then assume

P

1 -I (Gk)(()+
k=1,k0(i,l)

IB (l ," " 7 ,1 q)ii|

P
fj Jc'(Gk )

k=1,k0(i,j,1j,---,,q)
E B(i, l, " .. , lq)ij

(11,...,lq)EP'dj

P

k=1l,kg(i,11,... ,19)



E

Lemma 8.6. Ky (t) is the kernel of a pseudo-differential operator with principal

symbol ap(|Fij])/ap(|FI)((). Assume vi = 0 for i E (1,... ,q) and vi : 0 for

i E (q+ 1,' , p) with 1 q < p, then

cP ( Fij) (
ap(IFI)

({ - iO)-"
{ln(Ce (C - i0))} -1

i( - io)--
e((( - iO)- J{ln (Ce ((- o))} -I

Oi, {ln(Ce,,(( - iO))ln(Ce (( - iO))} - 1

q < j < i < p
q<j q<i <p

1 j < i < q

PROOF: For ( E R with IF)(() : 0 the matrix F(() has an inverse with ijth entry

Let jF)(D) be the operator with symbol IFI(C). Since jFJ(D) is

elliptic it has a well-defined inverse jF-1 1(D) with principal symbol

(JF-1)(2) = ap(1A-I)(()( - i0)- +1 k

The form of the principal symbol of the operators Kr(D) = jF i j/)jFj(D) follows

from the expansions 8.2 and 8.3 for IFI(C). ( 0

This completes the proof of theorem 8.3 0

This construction gives the boundary data functions for the F boundary condition
P

hi (t) = Kr *t (fj) (t)
j=1

The solution to the heat equation for HA with 0(r, x, t) initial data and IF boundary

data can be written

w(r, x, t) = u(r, x, t) + w'(r, x, t)

whereif bi = 0 for i E (1,.-.*, q) with cj =2vj forv$ 0 and cj = 1 forvj =0,
p p

w'(r,x,t) = L cjhj(t) *t N'E (r,x,t) = L cjKgr((fi)(t) *t N'E (r,x,t)
i=q+l i,j=q+l

For fixed i, j, since 0(r, x, t) is compactly supported,

Kr"(fi)(t) *t N'E1(r, x, t) = {NE+ *t Kr *t N'E+}(¢)(r, x, t)

Fori : j

q < < p,
1 < i< qq<i•_p
l1_i<q

up (IFij 1) (0)ap(IF|I)
rn,(1IF))

lFijl(()IIFI(()-



so the heat kernel Er(r, r', x, x', t) for the self-adjoint extension fixed by including F

in the domain is

Er (r, r',x, x', t) = E+(r, r', z,x', t) + Er(r, r',x,x', t)

p

E•' (r, r', x, x', t) = NE+(r, x, t) *t Kri(t) *t N'Ej+ (r', x', t)
i,j=q+1

Proposition 8.7. /*(NE'(r', x', t) *t N'E?+(r, x, t)) vanishes to infinite order at T

and Z and is homogeneous in pD of degree -vi - vj - 1.

PROOF: From the scaling of the positive heat kernel

* (N'E+)(r, x, t) = s-i'- N'E+ (r, x, t)

for fixed i, j the homogeneity at the front face is show by the scaling under ps,
s

2 t

j N'E (sr, x, s2 t - t')NE (sr',x', t')dt'dt'

8 2 1 IL*= 2 N'E+) (r,x,t - t') pL(NEg+)(r',x',t')dt'dt'

= s-"i-v-YN'E(r, x, t) *t NE(r', x', t)

The vanish at T and D is from the vanishing of the positive heat kernel restricted

away from the diagonal at the face t = 0. D

s-1 + o (s - 1) ij

p* (NE +(r, x, t) *t Kr"(t) *t N'E (r', x', t)) ~s=o s - 1 +o(s-+) ) i j
svi+v -1 + o(svi+Vj-1) :A j

This, along with the homogeneity of E+(r, r' , x, x', t), gives the expansion of /* (Er)(X)

at D. the terms in f*(Er.)(X) all vanish to infinite order at T and ), so the expansion

at 'I and Z is the same as that of 1*(E+)(X), and the expansions at £ and 91 are

given by inclusion in the domain of the self-adjoint extension. 0
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